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Web service composition has attracted much research interests recently. The focus on this issue evolved from the traditional static service composition without semantics to current semantic-based adaptive composition. In addition to deal with pure service composition, other topics, including web service discovery and composition maintenance, are also integrated to generate a satisfied composite service. To accommodate existing technologies and approaches for web service composition, the main goal of our proposal is to propose an effective web service composition framework. In this framework, the composition process is divided into different stages with supporting modules and approaches. Specifically, OWL-S descriptions for web services are translated to automata representation to refine web service similarity analysis. Thus, it is able to divide a web service registry into fine-grained web service communities, which play a key role in the designing stage for our composition framework. Besides, context information is integrated into the system to facilitate web service discovery and workflow maintenance. To get a clear knowledge of how the system works with proposed approaches, a demonstrating example is shown to exhibit the characteristics of our framework.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

With the advances of Internet and web technologies, Service Oriented Computing (SOC) is becoming widely accepted and used in both academic and industry. The goal of SOC is to utilize services as the basic constructs to support the modular development of web-based applications through composing distributed services available in a heterogeneous environment. Under this computing paradigm, questions arise as to which component web services should be chosen and how these chosen services can be combined to form the final working sets of services for a given task plan. These questions constitute the basic research themes for web service composition.

Generally, web service composition considers the issue of precise service composition as well as dynamic composition maintenance. Thus the life cycle of web service composition spans from requirement analysis, service discovery, composition and validation, to actual execution. Requirement analysis generates a formal composition plan from the user requirements. Research on requirement analysis relies heavily on nature language processing and ontology modeling of user expression. Service discovery/selection is a primary research issue in service composition since this technology provides the component service sets for the final composite web service. Abundant researches have been done on web service discovery based on different models and contexts. Composition and its validation have received much interest recently since it is necessary to verify the correctness of a composite service before it is put into real usage. Moreover, an existing composition plan might become invalid due to the changes of run time environment or due to the evolution of component services.
Thus, mechanisms must be integrated into the web service composition to cope with those dynamic changes. Finally, but not the least, context information should be considered thoroughly since a good composition plan might need to take into account the user context (e.g., preferences of user) during composition and the service context (e.g., state of web service) during execution.

Along the line of this description of the life cycle of web service composition, our research focuses on solving several sub-topics, such as service modeling, service comparison, service substitution and adaptation, all in an effort to come up with a complete framework for dynamic web service composition and maintenance.

1.1 Background

The evolution of research on web service composition comes in stages. The earlier research in the business world often used a number of XML-based standards to formalize the specification of web services, their flow composition and execution. This imprecise syntactical description of services inspires the later research by the semantic web community. Web resources with semantics are explicitly declared with preconditions and effects using ontologies. For example, the semantic web service approach aims at automating the composition process; formal logics are adopted to describe the service functionalities precisely; the classical AI planning method is used to select the best solution from a set of candidate composition plans. Though all the above approaches achieve good results in the traditional static web service composition, they are not suitable enough for adaptive web service composition which often requires some degree of dynamic/self reconfiguration.

Recently, more and more requirements are proposed for the self-manageability of web services [1, 2]. Though there is no common definition of self-management in the
domain of web services, a desired self-manageable web service should be scalable, flexible, autonomous, reusable and reliable, and thus, imposes a strict demand on composite web services. Consequently, the traditional static web services are not suitable for the self-manageable requirement, and an adaptive web service composition methodology to cope with the requirements is needed. A broader adaptive composition should be self-adjusting to most general changes during the composition process. These changes include both logic changes of the web service functionality and context changes of the target execution platform.

In most cases, changes in a web service composition process can cause exceptions or errors in the final service workflows. Therefore, new mechanisms are needed for the traditional web service composition approaches to cope with these unexpected changes. By utilizing the classical workflow exception handling approach in the workflow composition process, we aim to efficiently build composite web services and maintain the correctness of those services.

1.2 Aim and Objectives

The main goal of our research is to propose an efficient web service composition framework. This framework should possess three characteristics: 1) it should consider user preferences when generating a composition plan; 2) it should efficiently choose component services for a composite workflow 3) it should be flexible and adaptive to the computing environment. Toward these objectives, three solution approaches are proposed: the development of the notion of web service community which serves as the cornerstone of the entire service composition framework, the enhancement of service registry and discovery with static and dynamic context, and the integration of
synchronous exception handling and asynchronous service interrupt in service composition.

A valid service composition requires a facility that supports static/dynamic substitution and adaptation of services in the planning, binding, and execution of the service plan. The notion of service community facilitates the substitution and adaptation of similar services, and thus is the foundation of a service composition system. It is more than a clustering of services with similar functionalities but also matching contexts. Many service-based systems allow the provisioning of user preferences. Using various preference modeling and ranking approaches, a user is able to participate in the service selection process, and thus the chosen service can better meet the user’s satisfaction. A common approach to represent users’ preferences adopts context integration. In addition to users’ preferences, any other information which is necessary or helpful for the service composition can also be modeled as context information. Four types of context information, including the contexts of service community and workflow, are integrated into our system to further improve the efficiency for our service composition framework.

Another important objective for web service community is to provide a better organization for existing published web services. Currently, UDDI is considered as the main standard in industry. However, traditional UDDI is mainly text-based classification and not sufficient for efficient web service discovery. Thus, web service community aims to provide a fine-grained internal categorization to augment the traditional web service registry. By integrating context information into our service community, the service query process could be made more efficient and precise.
Finally, synchronous exception handling and asynchronous service interrupt are intended to adapt to the changing environment of the system. Instead of building a new composition from scratch whenever the current composite application becomes invalid, it is more desirable to modify the outdated service and make it valid again. By integrating synchronous exception handling and asynchronous service interrupt, our proposed framework aims to efficiently generate a new composition with least efforts and overhead.

1.3 Methodologies and Approaches

Given the desire characteristics of our service composition framework and service registry/discovery schemes, four well-defined categories of contexts are proposed in our research: Service Context, Community Context, User Context and Workflow Context. Sample necessary parameters are also defined for these contexts. With context information, the following advantages are expected: 1) service selection is not only restricted to functionality comparison, but also subjected to context filtering in choosing a list of candidate services; 2) the analysis and processing of user requirements are improved in generating a more reliable formal representation of user goals; 3) the workflow generation process can cooperate with web service community to produce a composition plan efficiently; 4) the current composite service becomes adaptive and sensitive to the changing environment.

The composition of a web service community is dynamic that it should allow insertion of new services and deletion of services when they become invalid. Thus, a membership determination is necessary for operations on service community. We propose a formal approach to compare similarities between web services. In this approach, we assume semantic web services are described in OWL-S ontology, and
adopt an OWL-S API tool [3] for processing OWL-S documents. The comparison of OWL-S descriptions is translated into automaton comparison. By comparing the formal languages generated by the automata and finding their differences, we can infer the relationships between original OWL-S languages. Complementing existing similarity analysis approaches, this methodology results in a new similarity classification scheme with four finer similarity classes: equivalent, strong similar, weak similar and dissimilar. Web service communities are organized with respect to the equivalent and strong similar relationships. In this manner, service substitution can take place within the domain of the same community with greater precision.

Synchronous exception handling and asynchronous service interrupt are proposed to maintain the validation of a composition workflow. The theoretical support for these two concepts depends on current web service substitution and adaptation methods. Traditionally, the idea of web service substitution has been proposed to improve the robustness of service composition. However, current usages of service substitution are restricted to the design time of composite web services, which can’t cope with the possible changing environment. Thus, we refine the traditional service substitution concepts into two levels, static and dynamic. Although in general, web service substitution reduces the cost of re-composition, it is not always necessary. Sometimes a minor modification of the service or clarification of user requirements can still maintain the usefulness of the invalidated component. This promotes the adoption of adaptation in web service composition. However, adaptation has different meanings in different stages under this context. At the user level, adaptation can be defined as a refinement of user goals [4]. At the system level, workflow developers may add some
“glue” between communicating web services to maintain the correctness of the overall system. Furthermore, during the execution of web services, adaptation can also refer to “wrapping” of invalid components with predefined modification rules making them valid again [5]. In this research, we assume all three kinds of adaptation and refine them into three groups, planning time, mapping time and binding time adaptation, respectively.

1.4 Proposal Organization

The proposed research addresses three major research topics for efficient and dynamic web service composition: similarity comparison between web services, web service storage and management, and architecture for web service composition from exiting services. Chapter 2 demonstrates the process for comparing web services and refining their similarities. In this section, we introduced a formal approach to translate OWL-S descriptions into automata representations. The automata representations are compared to reflect similarities between the original OWL-S service descriptions. Chapter 3 analyzes the inefficiency of UDDI technology and motivates the necessity to design a new organization for web services. The concept of web service community is proposed and further introduced in this section. To make the service community powerful to support web service substitution, context information is integrated into web service community. In addition, a two stage query process is also introduced for web service community based both on service functionality and service contexts. Finally, a prototype is implemented for web service community and comparisons between traditional UDDI and our service community are provided. With the illustration of approaches in Chapters 2 and 3, a complete web service composition framework is proposed in Chapter 4. Two categorizations are introduced to classify the usage of static/dynamic service substation and service adaptation in different stages. The service
adaptation mechanism is further discussed in Chapter 5. In this chapter, an integration of different adaption modules is introduced to summarize current researching achievements on web service adaptation. In addition, a novel approach, the substitution-based service adaptation, is proposed to avoid the unnecessary complexity of direct service adaptations. Finally, in Chapter 6, two applications are shown to demonstrate how the proposed solutions are integrated into a web service composition process.
CHAPTER 2
WEB SERVICE REPRESENTATION

A composite web service is iteratively composed with atomic/composite web services. Therefore, an automaton for each composite web service can be generated by composing the automata for its component web services.

2.1 Representing OWL-S in Automata

Before introducing how the composition process works, it is necessary to recognize/abstract the control constructs from an OWL-S description, which is realized by using the OWL-S API tools.

2.1.1 OWL-S Parser

To describe a web service’s functionality formally and precisely, many languages exist such as WSDL, SWRL, WSMO and OWL-S [6, 7, 8, 9]. This chapter uses the OWL-S specification to describe semantic web service composition. OWL-S describes a semantic web service by providing Service Profile, Service Model and Service Grounding. Current work compared the Input, Output, Precondition and Effect (IOPE) of two web services to decide the behavior similarities among web services. However, our work focuses more on the control constructs of a composite OWL-S Process Model. A composite process specifies how its inputs are accepted by particular sub-processes, and how its various outputs are produced by particular sub-processes. Besides, it indicates its interior control structure by using a ControlConstruct.

OWL-S API is a Java API for reading, writing, and executing OWL-S web service descriptions. It provides an execution engine that can invoke atomic processes and composite processes that uses control constructs such as Sequence, Unordered, and Split. OWL-S API provides four different parsers, OWLSProfileParser,
OWLSProcessParser, OWLSGroundingParser and OWLSServiceParser, which can parse OWL-S Profile files, OWL-S Process Model files, OWL-S Grounding files and OWL-S Service files, respectively.

Currently, the API does not support conditional process execution such as If-Then-Else and Repeat-Until in its default implementation. However, this does not present a problem to our implementation since we only utilize the parser, not the execution engine. The list of control constructs can still be generated from the OWLSProcessParser.

2.1.2 Automata for OWL-S Control Constructs

Given a composite web service $w$, which is composed of sub-web services $w_1, w_2… wn$, to generate the automaton for $w$, we first define the automata for each control construct in OWL-S. Then the entire automata representation for web service can be generated by integrating sub-web services with control construct. Of all the OWL-S control constructs, the characteristics of Choice, and Split/Split + Join are intrinsically nondeterministic, thus, we choose the nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) as the basis for modeling in this chapter.

**Definition 1** The NFA model for OWL-S construct is a 5-tuple $(Q, \Sigma, \delta, q_0, F)$, where

- $Q$ is a finite set called the states. Each state is a pair $(w_i, p_i)$ of a sub-atomic service $w_i$ with preconditions $p_i$;
- $\Sigma$ is a finite set called the alphabet. Each element in the set is a 3-tuple $(i_i, o_i, e_i)$, which means if $p_i$ is true, the sub service $w_i$ will accept $i_i$ and then pass the output $o_i$ to the next service $w_{i+1}$ and generate an effect of $e_i$ to the world;
- $\delta: Q \times \Sigma \rightarrow Q$ is the transition function. This function describes that only if $p_i$ is satisfied under input $i_i$, $w_i$ is activated to generate information $o_i$ and effect $e_i$;
• $q_0 \in Q$ is the start state, $(w_0, p_0)$, $w_0$ is the first atomic process in an OWL-S description;

• $F \subseteq Q$ is the set of accept states, which are also the last/finishing processes in OWL-S description.

The transition diagram for each control construct is given in Figure 2-1. In this figure, the single circle describes the internal service. The previous and following services are omitted in this figure.

**Sequence** If sub-services $w_i$ and $w_j$ are related via Sequence control construct, the automata is shown in Figure 2-1(a).

**Split** In OWL-S, the components of a Split process are a set of sub-processes which are executed concurrently. The Split process completes as soon as all of its sub-processes have been scheduled for execution. If a sub-service $w_i$ is split into two branches $w_j$ and $w_k$, we create two automata, each represents one branch. It means both of the two branches are required for following execution. The automaton for Split construct is shown in Figure 2-1(b).

**Split + Join** The Split + Join process consists of concurrent execution of a set of sub-processes with barrier synchronization. That is, Split+Join completes when all of its sub-processes have completed. Given a sub-service $w_i$ which satisfies the following two conditions: 1) $w_i$ splits into two branches, which start from web services $w_p$ and $w_q$ respectively; 2) the two execution branches will join at service $w_j$, then the automata for this branching execution is simulated as sequential execution, such as $w_i w_p w_q w_j$. This is reasonable because the execution order of $w_p$ and $w_q$ is not important as long as both of the two branches will finish. Therefore, we define a specific node $PE$ standing for a set of nodes which can be interleaved without fixed execution sequences. For example, if
PE includes $w_p$ and $w_q$, then the language to describe PE can be either $w_p w_q$ or $w_q w_p$.

An example of such automata is shown in Figure 2-1(c).

**Choice** Choice calls for the execution of a single branch from a set of following control constructs. Any of the alternative branches may be chosen for execution. After the sub-service $w_i$, if there are two possible branches $w_p$ and $w_q$ waiting for execution, then the choice between $w_p$ and $w_q$ is nondeterministic. The automaton is shown in Figure 2-1(d).

**Any Order** Any Order allows a set of sub-processes to be executed without a predefined order. The execution and completion of all sub-processes is required. In addition, each sub-process execution cannot be overlapped or interleaved. Given a sub-web service $w_i$, sequentially followed by $w_p$ and $w_q$ with Any Order relationship, followed by $w_j$, the only constraint is that $w_p$ and $w_q$ are executed. Thus, similar to Split + Join, the automaton is shown in Figure 2-1(e) where PE includes $w_p$ and $w_q$.

**If-Then-Else** The automaton for If-Then-Else is very similar to Choice, but it is deterministic. As shown in Figure 2-1(f), which one of the continuous branches after $w_i$ is executed is determined by the value of input.

**Repeat-While** The web service in the Repeat-While construct is iteratively executed as long as the precondition $p$ is true under input $i$. The automaton is like Figure 2-1(g).

**Repeat-Until** The Repeat-Until construct does the operation, tests for the condition, exits if it is true, and otherwise loops. Since the process is executed at least once, the automata are shown in Figure 2-1(h).
Since Iterate can be implemented by Repeat-While and Repeat-Until, we do not need to include it. With the above automata definitions for all the control constructs in OWL-S description, we can recursively generate the automata for a composite web service.

### 2.1.3 Translation of Web Services using Automata

The automata generation for an atomic web service is straightforward, and the automata generation for the composite services is based on it. Given an atomic web service $w$ with input $i$, precondition $p$, output $o$ and effect $e$. An automaton for an atomic web service $w$ is described in Figure 2-2. The double circle describes the starting service while the black circle describes the ending service. Each state is a pair of service and preconditions, each transition is labeled with input, output and effect of the previous node.

In this automaton representation, since $w$ has no sub-web services, it is straightforward that $i = i_0$, $o = o_0$, $p = p_0$, $e = e_0$ and $w = w_0$. Thus we have $W = \{w_0\}$. In addition, the start state and final state are the same since $w_0$ is the starting service and the ending service in $w$, which means $F = \{w_0\}$ too.

A composite web service is recursively composed by atomic services with nested control constructs. Each control construct can be integrated with each other under the three regular operations defined in the traditional NFA theory: Union, Concatenation and Star. Figure 2-3 describes the automata composition under these three operations. Figure 2-3 (a) depicts the automaton for a single control construct $C_1$ and $C_2$, where (b) ~ (d) shows the resulting automaton after union, concatenation and star, respectively.

Given two automaton of control constructs $C_1 = (Q_1, \sum_{\epsilon_1}, \delta_1, q_1, F_1)$, and $C_2 = (Q_2, \sum_{\epsilon_2}, \delta_2, q_2, F_2)$, these operations are defined as following.
Definition 2 The union of control constructs C1 and C2 forms a new control construct C = (Q, Σε, δ, q0, F), where
- Q = {q0} ∪ Q1 ∪ Q2;
- Σε = { (ε, ε, ε) } ∪ Σε1 ∪ Σε2;
- q0 is the start state of C, q0 = (w0, true);
- F = F1 ∪ F2;
- For any q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σε, δ = \[
\begin{cases}
\delta_1(q, a), & q \in Q_1 \\
\delta_2(q, a), & q \in Q_2 \\
(q_1, a), & q = q_0 \text{ and } a = (\varepsilon, \varepsilon, \varepsilon) \\
\phi, & q = q_0 \text{ and } a \neq (\varepsilon, \varepsilon, \varepsilon)
\end{cases}
\]

Definition 3 The concatenation of control constructs C1 and C2 forms a new control construct C = (Q, Σε, δ, q0, F), where
- Q = Q1 ∪ Q2;
- Σε = Σε1 ∪ Σε2;
- The start state q0 = q1;
- The accept states F of C is the same as F2;
- For any q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σε, δ = \[
\begin{cases}
\delta_1(q, a), & q \in Q_1 \text{ and } q \notin F_1 \\
\delta_2(q, a), & q \in Q_2
\end{cases}
\]

Definition 4 The star of control constructs C1 forms a new control construct C = (Q, Σε, δ, q0, F), where
- Q = {q0} ∪ Q1, which are the old states of C1 plus a new start state;
- Σε = { (ε, ε, ε) } ∪ Σε1 ;
- The start state q0 is a new state;
- The accept state F = {q0} ∪ F1, which is the old accept states plus the new start state;
- For any q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σε, δ = \[
\begin{cases}
\delta_1(q, a), & q \in Q_1 \text{ and } q \notin F_1 \\
\delta_2(q, a), & q \in F_1 \text{ and } a \neq (\varepsilon, \varepsilon, \varepsilon) \\
\{q_1\}, & q = q_0 \text{ and } a = (\varepsilon, \varepsilon, \varepsilon) \\
\phi, & q = q_0 \text{ and } a \neq (\varepsilon, \varepsilon, \varepsilon)
\end{cases}
\]

2.2 Web Service Similarity Analysis

Many researching work is proposed to measure similarity. Rather than proposing a new measuring method, our work introduces a framework which adopts the behavior similarity approach as the first stage to generate a set of possible similar web services,
then structural matching is operated on this set to improve the precision of similarity measurement.

2.2.1 Equivalence of Web Services and Regular Languages

**Theorem** The Process Models of two OWL-S descriptions are semantically equal if and only if their automata are represented in the same languages.

**Proof**: Each automaton, generated from an OWL-S description, is a NFA which can be translated to a DFA. Since $\text{EQDFA} = \{<A, B>| A$ and $B$ are DFAs and $L(A) = L(B)\}$ is a decidable language, it is possible to determine the equality of the two DFAs. Thus, we can compare two OWL-S descriptions by comparing two corresponding DFAs. If the two DFAs are equal, we conclude that the two OWL-S descriptions are the same; otherwise, they are different.

Furthermore, each path in a DFA is a sequence of sub-processes which starts from the beginning web service and ends with the final web service. Since each path can be 1-1 mapped to a string, each DFA can uniquely determine a set of strings, which form the language of DFA. Therefore, it is reasonable to assert that two OWL-S descriptions are equivalent if and only if they share the same automata languages.

2.2.2 Two-Stage Web Service Similarity Analysis Framework

To calculate the similarity of web services with OWL-S specifications, our framework starts from the syntactic similarities for OWL-S Profile descriptions. As shown in Figure 2-5, this process begins with characterizing similar words/concepts in text and operation/process description of two web services. Similarities among text descriptions, input/output, preconditions, effects and operations can be obtained, which are accumulated to sum up the similarity value between two services. Using this process, a set of possible similar web services with mutual similarity values is produced.
However, this process is time-consuming and might not be precise due to two reasons: First, similarity values are not transitive. For example, supposing a, b, c are three web services, a is similar to b with value 0.8, b is similar to c with value 0.7, it is not precise to assert that a is similar to c with value 0.56. It is highly possible that a is similar to c with value 0.9. Second, a similarity analysis of two web services may be wrong as illustrated in Section 2. Thus, internal structural differences need to be considered to eliminate conflict services, which is the main goal for the second stage in our framework.

The input for the second stage is a set of possible similar web services. Then, an automaton is generated for each candidate in this set of services. By comparing the regular language for each automaton, it is able to find conflicted services with the following equivalence and dissimilarity definition.

For any two DFA A and B, a new DFA C can be constructed which satisfies:

For any two DFA A and B, a new DFA C can be constructed which satisfies:

\[ L(A) \] is the language for DFA A, and \( L(B) \) is the language for DFA B.

\[ \overline{L(A)} \] is the complement of \( L(A) \).

\[ L(C) = (L(A) \cap L(B)) \cup \left( \overline{L(A)} \cap L(B) \right) \] .

**Equivalence** Web service A is equivalent to Web Service B if they provide the same functionality. This can be determined by checking whether \( L(C) \) is empty, because \( L(C) = \emptyset \) if and only if \( L(A) = L(B) \). The equivalence relationship is symmetric, thus \( \text{Similar}_{A \rightarrow B} = \text{Similar}_{B \rightarrow A} = 1 \).

**Dissimilarity** Given two web services A and B, they are dissimilar when the languages which describe the functionality of A and B have no intersection. This is true when
\[ L(A) \cap L(B) = \phi. \]

In most cases, the equivalence and dissimilarity are too strong that some services cannot be classified into this two categories, thus, refinements are proposed as following. Similarly, we define another two DFAs, D and E, with following languages:

\[ \delta = \begin{cases} 
\delta_1(q, a), q \in Q_1 \\
\delta_2(q, a), q \in Q_2 \\
(q_1, q_2), q = q_0 \text{ and } a = (\epsilon, \epsilon, \epsilon) \\
\phi, q = q_0 \text{ and } a = (\epsilon, \epsilon, \epsilon) 
\end{cases} \]

**Strong Similar** The web service similarity with respect to substitution is described using containment relationship as defined in mathematics. The value for containment with respect to subset/superset is obtained from a Boolean function Contain(x, y) which has only two results, 0 and 1. This is because the containment relationship is not symmetric. Therefore,

1) \( \text{Similar}_{A \rightarrow B} = \text{Contain}(A, B) = 1 \) if \( L(D) = \phi (\text{ or } L(A) \subseteq L(B)) \), which means A is similar to B.

2) \( \text{Similar}_{A \rightarrow B} = \text{Contain}(A, B) = 0 \) if \( L(E) = \phi (\text{ or } L(B) \subseteq L(A) \text{ if } L(E)) \), which means A is not similar to B.

**Weak Similar** Though A and B have some languages in common, they also contain conflict languages. Thus, we define their relationship as weak similar with respect to execution contexts. This consideration is practical when the Owls:Choice exist in the process definition.

For example, given the two following two automata in Figure 2-6, due to the existence of the Owls: Choice construct, the language for Automata 1 is \{abc, ade\}, and the language for Automata 2 is \{acb, ade\}. It is clear that the two languages have
conflict process execution orders, which are abc and acb. In this case, the two OWL-S descriptions are not similar to each other.

2.3 Related Work

There is an abundance of research work on deciding the similarity between two semantic web services. The Woogle search engine [10] computed the overall service similarities based on the comparison of the text descriptions of names, operations, and input/output of web services. Eleni Stroulia and Yiqiao Wang [11] used a comparison matrix to integrate similarities of data types, messages, operations and web services of WSDL descriptions to reflect similarities between two web services. Hau, Lee and Darlington [12] defined the intrinsic information value of a service description based on the “inferencibility” of each of OWL Lite constructs. Since OWL-S is based on OWL, the similarity between service profile, service model and service grounding could be computed to generate the overall similarities between two semantic web services. Wang, Vitar and Hauswirth et al [13] first built a new application ontology which was a superset of all the heterogeneous ontology. Then within this global application ontology, many existing methods, like semantic distances, can be reused to generate similarities between web services. All the above solutions only compared the functional semantics of two web services. The internal behavioral sequences of web services are not considered completely.

Recently, some researchers considered the structural sequences among web services in their web service discovery solutions. For example, to retrieve the exact/partial matched services for users’ requirements, Grigori, Corrales and Bouzeghoub [14] proposed a behavior model for web services and reduced the behavior matching to a graph matching problem. Wombacher, Fankhauser and Neuhold
[15, 16] translated the BPEL descriptions of web services to annotated deterministic finite state automata (aDFA) since BPEL itself cannot provide the state info of services. In this approach, the stateful matchmaking of web service is defined as an intersection of aDFA automata. Shen and Su [17] utilized automata and logic formalisms to build a behavior model, which integrates messages and IOPR model in OWL-S for service descriptions. They also designed a query language to integrate structural and semantic properties of services behaviors. Lei and Duan [18] proposed an extended deterministic finite state automaton (EDFA) to describe service, which also aimed to describe the temporal sequences of communication activities. Our work differed from the above ones in two aspects. First, since our goal focuses on building a web service community, it is more important to compare the descriptions between web services rather than to compare the specifications of user requirements against service description which is a key issue for service discovery. The advantage is that imprecise users’ description will not affect the similarity results. Second, our work models the node of automata as a pair of sub-service and its precondition, and labels the automata transition with both input/output and effect. Thus, our work complements Lei and Duan’s work since they only used the nodes to describe the states of services and state transition only considered the input/output of activities. Precondition and effects are not included in the automata model. Thus, the IOPE model of OWL-S is completely compatible with our model.

2.4 Implementation

Ideally, four components should be accomplished to demonstrate the efficiency of our similarity comparison framework: 1) OWL-S descriptions for web services; 2) translation engine to generate automata from OWL-S; 3) automata analyzer to produce
regular languages of automata; 4) language comparison. For simulation purpose, we simplify the simulation system by a) assuming all the parameters, operations, messages in OWL-S descriptions are single characters; b) assuming the text-based similarity comparison is solved, and so the single characters in a) are from the same symbol set; c) manually produce the regular languages by the users. With the above three simplifications, languages comparison are limited to String comparison and we only focus on comparing the structure of OWL-S descriptions rather on considering on text-based similarities via WordNet.

Currently, we partially finish the task to generate automata from OWL-S description. However, our work is limited to Sequence, Any Order. Due to the lack of OWLS API documentation, we are unable to support control constructs including branches, for example, Choice, If-Then-Else, Spit, and Spit-Join. Further work includes proposed a possible solution to support nondeterministic structures. In addition, due to the lack of real web services with OWL-S specification, we don’t have an existing data set. Thus, we only design the OWL-S descriptions rather than implement the whole services, since it is enough to demonstrate our idea. In the future, more OWL-S specification will be designed and collected to test our solution.

2.5 Summary

This chapter proposes a formal approach based on automata to model the process behavior of web services. The primary objective is to enhance the similarity analysis of a set of substitutable services by taking the differences of the process model into consideration when comparing web services. In addition, we show that OWL-S similarity is equivalent to automata similarity. Compared with existing researches, the
proposed modeling of web service functionalities is more comprehensive and the introduction of automata facilitates the refinement of similarity greatly.
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The emerging service-oriented computing is becoming the main programming paradigm for the development of modern web-based applications. These applications can range from simple invocations of some web services to complex workflow systems composed of many interrelated web services. In all cases, they require a fundamental system support for identifying and locating the appropriate services they need. Traditionally, this function of service discovery is implemented through service registries. Web service providers advertise their services at public registries for service consumers. Thus, service registries are the cornerstones of a service-oriented web system analogous to the critical role of the domain name servers in the Internet. The current industry standard for web service registries is UDDI. UDDI allows simple web service look-up operations based on static and syntactic web service descriptions (e.g., service profile and interface). As we move into the next generation semantic web, it is necessary and beneficial to augment the web service discovery systems with semantic descriptions (e.g., service functionality and behavior). A semantics-based service registry allows for more precise matching between service requirement and description as well as facilitating the service discovery process.

In another software development trend, context-aware computing has gained much attention due to the desire for developing closer integration of computer systems and the physical world. Context-aware applications are software systems designed to be dynamically adaptive to the changing context of the executing environment. The notion of context-awareness has been exploited in application domains that have a strong emphasis on the physical context such as pervasive and ubiquitous computing.
Context-aware applications based on logical context (e.g., context-aware searching or information retrieval) are also becoming widespread. In the “context” of web services, the notion of context will eventually be extended from users, systems, and the execution environment to include the context of web services (e.g., the instantiations of a web service at a certain situation).

Coming from the above motivations, the primary goal of this chapter is to investigate the feasibility and open issues relating to the incorporation of context into the design of the next generation service registries and service discovery systems, where the best services can be determined based on not only the service description and functionality but also the context where they are being invoked.

The research is further driven by another critical requirement from web service composition. Compound web services can be composed from atomic or other composite web services. During the composition or execution of such composite web services, it is often necessary to find substitutes when some services are failing or not meeting the expectation. Substitutable services are similar and can be clustered into a community. The concept of service community is fundamental in systems that support dynamic web service composition. Clustering (or categorization) is also a fundamental concept in service registries (or any directory structures), except that our clustering of web services into service communities is dynamic. In other words, service communities are dynamic and have their own context.

The previous paragraphs outline the need for three different context types: User Context (U-Context), Service Context (S-Context), and Community Context (C-Context). This chapter tackles this research of integrating contexts into service registries by taking
a high-level view of the overall system, i.e., from how web services are composed, bounded, and executed, we address how service registries are to be deployed and how contexts are distributed and managed. In this sense, we add another context type, that is, the context of the composite web service in execution; we call Workflow Context (W-Context). The details of these contexts are explained later. We also discuss several design issues of the service community with respect of the above contexts. We interpret the web services' processing model as a finite state automaton and use it as the semantic-level taxonomy for the services in the community. We also discuss our community management policy using context information, including service validation, ranking and log info mining. For web service retrieval, we present the techniques on how context facilitates the precise service discovery and substitution.

3.1 Motivating Requirements

3.1.1 UDDI Extensions

Generally, to locate a specific web service, most of the solutions for web service discovery relied on a good structure of web services. However, the existing UDDI standard failed to receive wide acceptance due to many reasons. First, although the concept of UDDI was originally proposed for general web service discovery, its capability is fairly limited mainly because it supports only a single keyword-based search criterion, and thus becomes inadequate when new standards and complex query requirements emerge. Second, UDDI is a business-centric registry. It uses certain taxonomy to classify web services into different categorizes, and few hierarchies are available to manage the metadata or models of those web services. For example, existing industrial UDDI, like Enterprise UDDI Services in Microsoft Windows 2003 Server [19], jUDDI [20], IBM WebSphere Application Server [21] and Systinet Business
Service Registry [22], are proprietary service registries without a shared ontology. Third, the traditional UDDI has no autonomous self-control mechanism. It provides only minimum control on service providers when publishing web service descriptions under different categories. Thus, it is likely to cause imprecision to a registry when the provider has little knowledge of the structure or classification taxonomy about the registry. Furthermore, if a provider neglects to notify UDDI when its service is modified or no longer provided, inconsistency can occur which could be very harmful for web service binding. Fourth, but not the least, traditional UDDI has little considerations of the internal structure of web services that it cannot accommodate future composite web services with complex structures.

Since the traditional UDDI is not adequate for the state-of-art web service technologies, we propose the concept of web service community. A community of web services gathers web services that address the same users’ needs and support their binding through a common interface. This service community is organized under the web service registry. Similar to the classification in traditional UDDI, web services are first organized into different registries using certain taxonomy. Then, web services within a same service registry are further clustered into different service communities based on their similarity comparisons with other services. Details about this classification and organization of web service community along with the management of community are discussed in later sections.

3.1.2 Precise Binding

Service binding is the process of instantiating logical components in composite workflow into concrete web services. It is more than the traditional service discovery of finding an existing web service which meets a user’s requirements. In our UDDI
refinement, the service binding process is separated into two stages, community mapping and service binding, respectively. After a logical composite workflow is generated, components of this workflow are first mapped to respective web service communities containing a set of services with similar functionalities. This process is the main goal for the community mapping process. Once a certain community is chosen, service binding aims at finding the most suitable service in this community to instantiate the logical components in the composite workflow.

3.1.3 Service Community in Web Service Composition

With the incorporation of web service community and supporting contexts modeling, we propose the architecture of web service composition as shown in Figure 1. In this flow diagram, a user’s requirement is passed into a composition engine to generate a set of logical composite workflows \( \{LWi\} \). Meanwhile, U-Context is abstracted from the user’s requirement to support the ranking and selection processes for a top-ranked LWj to participate in the Community Mapping process. In this process, each component in the chosen workflow LWj is mapped to a web service community. To achieve efficient and precise community mapping, W-Context and C-Context are used to reduce the search space for improving search performance. A physical composite workflow PWj is generated when all components in LWj have been mapped. In the next step of service binding, concrete web services within a service community are chosen to produce an executable composite workflow. In this step, C-Context and S-Context are used to help improve the service query process. Details on community mapping and service binding are again illustrated in Sections 3.5.
3.2 Context Modeling

The contexts associated with the service communities can be classified into 4 categories: S-Context, C-Context, W-Context and U-Context. S-Context describes information about a single web service and is relatively static. C-Context describes the contexts associated with each individual web service community. They are modified dynamically whenever 1) the community management task registers or de-register a service; 2) the autonomous historical log mining process starts. U-Context describes the service user and the user’s requirement. It remains static unless a user explicitly changes it because of workflow feedback. W-Context describes the contexts of the intermediate logical and physical workflows. These four contexts support functionalities provided by the service communities, including service classification, management and query. The details of how these contexts are modeled and presented are introduced as the following.

S-Context describes the contexts of a single web service. Whenever a web service is bounded to a workflow execution, its instantiation runs in the remote server. To facilitate the correct binding and execution, a set of plausible parameters that S-Context may consist of are described in Table 3-1. Thus, the Service Profile in OWL-S description in the proposed web service composition architecture is extended to include these parameters for generating the S-Context. Note that the S-Context information is less likely to be changed unless the service is updated to a new version. When a service provider registers a service into a service community, S-Context is published along with the functional description of the service. With the S-Context in local storage, the service binding process can be done within the service community.
C-Context describes the contexts of a web service community with associated web services. Unlike the static information recorded in S-Context, these contexts focus on the relationships among different services. They are available only when services are registered in the community. Table 3-2 gives some examples of C-Context. C-Contexts are obtained from statistical analysis of the history logs on the community management and query operations. They are changing from time to time with more data collected during the routine operation of the registry. Since the C-Contexts are only valid within the scope of service community, they are stored as auxiliary information in the corresponding service registry or communities.

Use of U-context and W-context helps to facilitate query processing and result refinement in requests for web services or service communities. Tables 3-3 and 3-4 provide a list of useful U-Context and W-Context, respectively. U-Context specifies the user's context such as user's expected cost, expected performance, location and other constrains.

With U-Context, we can distinguish users from each other and use their preferences to refine the service selection process. W-Context mainly describes the constraints and execution environment for a composite workflow. The workflow queries the service registry to find a web service component that can fulfill its functionality requirements. Besides the functional specification, the query request also specifies the context such as its neighborhood services, security environments, and whatever the expected service is going to fit into. Moreover, to cope with the emerging dynamic web service composition [23, 24, 25], modify W-context in the service substitution process would further reflect the dynamic nature of the composition.
3.3 Community Organization

Since the traditional UDDI is not adequate for the state-of-art web service technologies, we propose the concept of web service community in this chapter. A community of web services gathers web services that address the same users’ needs and support their binding through a common interface. This service community is organized under the web service registry. Similar to the classification in traditional UDDI, web services are first organized into different registries using certain taxonomy. Then, web services within a same service registry are further clustered into different service communities based on their similarity comparisons with other services.

Traditional UDDI is a centralized service directory for publishing web service descriptions. The green pages in UDDI help businesses to catalogue published web services according to their tModels, which describe the various business, service, and template structures stored within the UDDI registry. However, service classification using tModel only is insufficient to support today’s automatic discovery where there exists a huge amount of web services. A fine-granularity internal structure is needed to better organize the old UDDI Business Registry (UBR). In this section, we assume an initial UBR is already generated for web service descriptions represented in OWL-S.

The key idea behind dividing an UBR into sub directories is that, tModel-based classification is rough; services under a same UBR may have conflict functionalities. Thus, this chapter proposed the concept of web service community under an existing UBR. The classification of web services is mainly based on the similarity comparisons between web services. In our previous work on web service similarity comparison [26], OWL-S descriptions of web services are transformed into automata representation. By comparing the languages of the generated automata, service similarities can be
calculated. In this scheme, we defined four similarity relationships: equivalent, strong-similar, weak-similar and conflict. This chapter on community-based categorization focuses on the equivalent and strong similar relationships.

With these two definitions of the similarity relationships among different web services, an existing UBR is re-organized in Figure 3-2. In this structure, each web service in a service registry is classified into only one web service community based on its functionality. The internal organization for a service community is analogous to a max-heap. In this tree-like data structure, the root node for a max-heap is the starting node for searching the community when no context information is available. Each community is associated with some relationships, except communities containing one web service. When more services are inserted into a community, its associated relationships will be updated.

Figure 3-2 shows three service communities, A, B, C. Community A is organized based on both relationships: equivalent and strong similar. The equivalent services are linked into a list as shown in solid arrows, while the strong similar services are linked to its parent nodes represented in dashed arrows. For instance, service a is the root service for community A, and it is linked to two services b and c, that are functional equivalent to a. The functionalities of service d and f are subsets of service a, thus, their relationships to a are strong similar. For community B, there is only one relationship, which is equivalent. For community C, it has only one service. Thus, no relationship is available for community C.

3.4 Community Management

The composition of a service community changes dynamically. A new service can be added and registered into an existing community or form a new community. When
the web service validation mechanism detects that a service is outdated, the service should be removed both from the community and outer registry. When S-Context of web services changes, the C-Context of community containing those services should also be changed correspondingly. Insertion and deletion of web services are two primary operations for community structure management.

### 3.4.1 Insert a Web Service into a Community

Given a web service registry $R$ with existing communities $c_1, \ldots, c_n$ and assuming a new service $s$ is added into $R$, the first step is to choose a community to register this service. This procedure is depicted in Figure 3-3. It first compares the root service in each community, once a root service is strong similar with $s$, (which implicitly imply that the community contains also the equivalent relationship), the selection process stops and the community containing this root service is returned. If no root service is available, an empty community is returned.

When a community is chosen to insert the new service, the service registration process in Figure 3-4 is invoked. This insertion algorithm simulates the process to insert a new node to a max-heap. Since service $s$ can be added into a community only when it is equivalent to or strong-similar with the root service of the current community, it is guaranteed that $s$ can either becomes a new root (lines 4-6) or be inserted into the equivalent list of certain service (lines 7-10) or the sub-tree of current service (lines 11-16). In particular, lines 11-13 describe the scenario that $s$ is only strong-similar to service $i$, but implicitly weak-similar to any child service of $i$. Lines 14-15 show that the functionality of $s$ is between $i$ and $j$, while line 16 means $s$ is also strong similar to children service of $i$. 
3.4.2 Delete a Web Service from a Community

Once a service is removed from a community, it might trigger a community split process. This is because only equivalent and strong-similar web services can be linked together to form a community. The siblings are weak-similar. Thus, it is necessary to split and create new communities when deleting the root service, which has no equivalent service. Figure 3-5 describes the community split process. When a community is ready to be split, the root of the tree representation of this community has no equivalent services. The number of children of the root is calculated to decide how many new communities are to be created (lines 6-7). Then, each sub-tree of the old root service is assigned to a new community (lines 8-10).

The service deregistration process is divided into three cases, based on the position of node n in the tree as shown in Figure 3-6. Lines 4-8 describe the operation when n is a leaf node. Lines 9-14 illustrate the process when n is the root service in the community. Specifically, a service deregistration can cause a community split, as shown in lines 10-11. Finally, lines 15-21 shows the operations when n is an intermediate node in the tree.

3.5 Community Query

To instantiate a logical workflow into an executable workflow, each component in the logical workflow must be bounded to a web service. The binding process consists of two steps, community mapping and service binding.

When processing a service query request, a community level search is first conducted to identify a community of services that fulfill the required functionality. In this search process, a workflow component description is first sent to a service registry. Based on the functionality-based comparison, a set of candidate service communities
with the required functionality are identified in this registry. It is followed by a context-based filtering of the candidate communities. The registry first collects the C-Contexts of the candidate communities. Second, it retrieves the U-Context and W-Context from the composition engine. These contexts are evaluated together to select the most suitable community. This step is illustrated in the upper part of Figure 3-7.

After a community has been chosen in a registry, this community can conduct the traditional service discovery of its containing services. Many existing approaches exist for service discovery [27, 28, 29]. Our framework has no specific preference on any one of them. Based on the functionality-based service selection, a set of potentially feasible services is identified. The system selects an appropriate service based on all four different contexts in the system. The lower part in Figure 3-7 shows this process. First, it eliminates the services that are not available for current query. For example, the number of current running instances of the service has reached the limit specified by the service vendor, or the security requirement given by the service could not be satisfied by the workflow. Then, a scoring function is called to determine the best candidate based on the context information, e.g., choosing services with the nearest location or the lowest price or some combined criteria of both.

A set of evaluation criteria can be specified by the user, and weight for each evaluation criteria can be set to customize the evaluation policy. Scores of each available candidate service computed for all criteria are summed as its total score according to their weights. The service with the highest score is selected and will be instantiated by the workflow as its components. In this manner, users can assign the scores according to their own contexts and current mapping status of the workflow by
customizing the detail of the evaluation policy at run time. Some default evaluation policy can also be provided by the service registry in case the user does not want to set any policy.

One noteworthy observation is that, in the view of service registry, the mapping operations for service composition and service substitution are of no difference as they can all be accomplished by query requests. However, the query results can be cached either in the workflow or at the registries, the substitution query can skip the community level search, i.e., the resulting community of the previous query can be applied directly.

3.6 Related Work

Web Service registry has long been an important topic in web service research. UDDI is the current industry standard for web service discovery. However, UDDI is pure syntax based and does not support any ontology and semantic information. Hence UDDI is not suited for categorizing semantic web services and incorporating context information. Recently, several researchers have proposed solutions to improve the traditional UDDI. Examples including adding semantics to UDDI [30, 31], merging decentralized UDDIs into a federated one [32, 33], associating UDDI with service QoS attributes [33, 34], etc. However, none of them incorporate ontology and context information into the web service registries as we do in our system.

Yamato [35] describes an abstract design of a semantic web service registry (meta-data DB), but the registry’s taxonomy is not specified in detail. Incorporating context information for the enhancing web service performance is discussed by the authors in [36]. They use independent context plug-in to refine the output of web services before they are returned to the users. The authors also propose a very important concept that context processing should be loosely coupled with the web
service itself for better flexibility and preciseness. Applying context information in the service composition process is widely discussed by researchers. In [35, 37], the authors present a framework for web service evaluation using the context of users and web services. However, only static contexts such as like location and similarity are considered. Unlike our system, dynamic contexts that related to service runtime environment, such as service association and priorities, are not addressed. In [37, 38], they employ software agents to store and process context information during composition. Three types of context are defined for the service composition process from the viewpoint of service composition engine. In this chapter, the community context is added so as to reflect the view of the service community. Furthermore, we apply some data mining concepts for discovering the association among service categories and specific services. This concept of web service mining has generated much interest recently. For example, a web service mining framework is proposed in [39] that automatically discover interesting web service compositions. In [40], data mining technique is applied to web service composition logs to improve the quality of work flow design.

3.7 Discussion and Implementation

3.7.1 Problem Discussing

When query a web service against a given service registry, the first step is to choose a proper web service community. This step, which is called community mapping, is accomplished by comparing the automata of the required service against the functionality of each root service in the web service registry. This mapping process can improve the query efficiency since it decreases the search space of the service registry. Thus, the efficiency of the community query process depends on two factors:
1) the representation of the community root service; 2) the number of web services in each web service community. There are a couple of fundamental design questions:

**Are the web service communities balanced, i.e., uniformly distributed?**

One of the primary goals of web service community is to enhance the web service discovery process in UDDI. This is achieved by refining the traditional service registry into fine-grained web service communities. The classification criterion depends on the functional similarities among web services. Thus, it is possible that different service communities contain quite different number of web services. If one service community contains most of web services while others contain only a few, the search space is still large and the query process is not optimized. Therefore, balance among web service communities is important in the system. However, the balance property is only partially maintained via the split operations. No explicit operations are proposed to guarantee the fairness for two reasons: 1) no merge operation is provided in the system, which is explained later; 2) the insertion order of web services may affect the membership of web service communities because different inserted services may cause different split operations and then result in various service communities.

**Why there is no merge operation proposed for the web service community?**

It is reasonable to assume that a merge operation is needed for the construction of web service communities. However, this operation is not provided in the system for the following considerations. First, the cause for the merge operation is not unique. For example, an inserted new web service could become a new root service for more than one web service community. In this case, those communities should be merged to form a new one. The problem is that, it will generate a large community which breaks the
balance among other communities. Another example is that, a split operation can
generate small communities, which may be subsets of other communities in reality.
However, determination of this subset relationship is time-consuming. Second, the
structure of the generated community depends on the order of merge operations of sub-
communities. This is because the membership determination only relies on equivalent
or strong similar relationships. For example, given four web service communities with
root service a, b, c and d. If a and b are strong similar to both c and d (a \( \subseteq \) c, a \( \subseteq \) d, b \( \subseteq \)
c, b \( \subseteq \) d), and c and d are only weak similar to each other (c \( \cap \) d \( \neq \) \( \phi \), c \( \not\subset \) d, d \( \not\subset \) c), there
exists four alternative merge operations: 1) a is merged to c, and b is merged to d; 2) b
is merged to c, and c is merged to d; 3) a and b are merged to c; 4) a and b are merged
to d. Thus, the result is not unique. Since the complexity of the merge operation
outweighs the advantage, it is excluded in the design of our service community system.

**Is the root node the most representative service in the community?**

In the community organization structure, it is guaranteed that the root service of
each community is the most representative one. This property is not affected by any of
the community operations even when the structure of service community is altered. 1) In
the service registration process, the new service is always compared to the root service
at first. If the functionalities of the two services are equivalent, the new service is
inserted to the equivalent list. If it is strong similar to the root service, the new service
will either become a new root service or recursively compared to the children services to
find its place in the heap-like structure. Thus, the root service is always the most
representative one. 2) In the service deletion process, if the root service is deleted,
either a service from the equivalent list is chosen to be the new root service or the
community split process is triggered. In the first case, the new root service is obviously
the more representative than any other services. In the second case, since each child
node of the deleted root service is weak similar to each other, none of them is qualified
as a new root service. Thus, the original community is split into several new
communities, each of which still maintains the heap-like internal structure. Thus, each
root service in these new formed communities still remains its representativeness.

3.7.2 Community Functional Blocks

To show the feasibility of the concept of web service community we demonstrate a
prototype implementation. The functional blocks for the web service community system
are demonstrated in Figure 3-8. For simplicity, a workflow specification is represented
as a composition of regular languages of required web services. The web services
contained in a service pool are data records that are described in automata. All the
functional blocks inside the service registry module are implemented in Java on a
Windows 7 PC.

When a workflow is sent to the execution engine, its required concrete web
services are discovered and bound to the workflow. This task is accomplished via
following blocks.

**Workflow API:** This block receives the binding request from the workflow
execution engine, and extracts the functionality of the required service in an automata
format. It also cooperates with the Context Manager to obtain the W-Context. These two
results are passed to the Query Processor.

**Context Manager:** Four types of context information exist in the system and are
used in the entire service query process. The Context Manager is the module that
extracts context information and provides it to other modules.
**Query Processor:** When the functionality of a required service is obtained, Query Process matches it against the root services of all service communities. This step is called community mapping. It selects a matched community for further discovery process.

**Community Management:** The proposed service community operations are built in this module, including community selection, service insertion, service deletion and community split.

### 3.7.3 Community Implementation

#### 3.7.3.1 Complexity Analysis

To evaluate the improvement of our web service community over the traditional UDDI, we analyze the complexity of different operations over the two structures. In addition, a simulation is implemented to demonstrate the performance difference. UDDI is a standard and has many different implementations in industry. For simplicity, in our simulation we assume a linear list implementation of it. Table 3-5 shows the operational complexity analysis between the two structures based on the above assumption. In this table, big $N$ is the number of web services inside a UDDI directory, $c$ is the average number of communities inside a UDDI directory, and small $n$ is the average number of web services inside a web service community.

Due to the linear list structure of UDDI implementation in our work, all the operations except the insertion on UDDI have to traverse the entire list to locate the target web service in the worst case. Thus, each operation has $O(N)$ time complexity. For web service communities with the max-heap like organization, the first step is to choose a specific service community prior to locate the target web service. For
example, to insert a new web service into a registry, the system has to choose 1 out of c communities. This step costs $O(c)$ time. Then, this new service is inserted into this chosen community with $O(lg n)$ time complexity. Thus, the final time is $O(c+lg n)$. For community operations, it is necessary to separate Delete-Max from random Delete operation. This is because delete a root service without equivalent backups can cause a community split process. Since the root node of a heap is fixed, the complexity is $O(1)$.

3.7.3.2 Performance Evaluation

From the table, it is observed that most operations have linear complexity for both UDDI and community. However, since $N = \Sigma(i<=c)ni$, generally, $n+c$ is considered less than $N$. Thus, we can expect better performance of community operations over UDDI operations. To verify this idea, a simulation is conducted. The details are shown below.

Web Service Data Set Generation

For each web service, we provide three descriptions: key words, regular languages and context information. Thus, the data ranges for the three aspects are designed. For example, for key word specification, we provide a range of 10 characters, from A to J. To specify the range for regular languages, we assume each character is associated with one interval, which is called minimum identifier. For example, A is associated with {1, 3}. Thus, there are totally 10 intervals provided for the 10 key words, which are $IA = \{A1, \ A2\}$, $IB = \{B1, \ B2\}$ … $IJ = \{J1, \ J2\}$. The integers for the start and end values of intervals are randomly distributed and selected. The only requirement is that each interval can be mapped to a unique key word. Thus, the entire 10 intervals are disjoint with each other, which means $li \cap lj = \Phi$, $A \leq i, \ j \leq J$. For context information, we provide two parameters: cost and number of available instances. The values for the two
parameters are randomly generated integers. With the above data ranges for each aspect, a web service is generated in the following steps:

1) Each web service is randomly assigned with only one key word to simplify the simulation;

2) A function is designed to generate the regular languages for a web service. This function takes the minimum identifier of the service key word as input. It extends the intervals of the key word by randomly decreasing the starting value and randomly increasing the ending value. For example, key word A is assigned to a web service, then the regular language for this service is \( f(A_1, A_2) = [A_1 - m, A_2 + n], \ 1 \leq m, n \leq 10 \). This function is necessary to make weak similar relationship exists among generated web services.

3) For each web service, we require that it either has both context parameters or has no context information. The cost is a random integer from 1 to 30, and the number of available instances is from 1 to 5.

Therefore, an example description of web service without context information is \( \{A\}, \{3, 8\} \), while one with context information is like \( \{C\}, \{13, 22\}, \{30\}, \{5\} \). These generated web services are inserted into the end of a linear list for the UDDI. With service community, we follow the insert algorithm to generate a set of service communities.

**Query Generation**

A query request describes the functionality of a desired web service. Thus, it possesses the same descriptions as the web services: key words, regular languages.
and context information. The data range is the same in each aspect. However, there are

three types of query provided.

For UDDI, it uses the key word query. Thus, UDDI query requests have only one
aspect. An example query request is \{C\}.

For a web service community, it considers also the functionality of web services.
Therefore, its query request has two aspects: key words and regular languages.
However, rather than designing a function to generate the regular languages as
adopted in generating a web service, the minimum identifier is sufficient. This is
because we can increase the number of retrieved web services to be filtered by context
constraints. Thus, when a key word is randomly assigned to a query, its interval is
adopted directly as the regular languages. In this case, the query has the format \{M\},
\{M1, M2\}, A \leq M \leq J. An example query requirement is \{\{C\}, \{2, 4\}\}.

For service communities with context information, the query request contains the
entire three aspects. Thus, the query request has the same pattern as a web service
description. One example is like \{\{A\}, \{3, 8\}, \{30\}, \{9\}\}.

**Query Process**

For each type of query request, we provide a corresponding query processor. A
UDDI query processor traverses the linear list of web services and returns the first
service which has the same key word as the query request.

A service community query processor compares the regular languages of a query
against the languages of root services for communities. Since the community is a max-
heap like structure, if the language for a query request is a subset of the language for a
root service, the community is chosen and the comparison is performed against its
member services. This comparison inside a community is implemented via doing a BFS search over the member services to find the one whose language is a direct superset of the required service. If the language for a query request is a superset of the language for a root service, then the root service is returned directly and it implies that no equivalent service is available inside the community. Note that, each interval is mapped to a unique key word when designing the data set. Thus, queries on regular languages implicitly contain the key word query. Therefore, we can expect better performance for community query.

In addition to the functionality level comparison, a context-aware community query processor integrates a context-level comparison. As introduced above, a web service either has none context information or includes both context parameters. Thus, when a query request with context requirement is received, only a web service which satisfies both the number of instances and cost is returned. This is determined by: 1) the number of available instances of the retrieved web service is greater than one; 2) the maximum cost in the query request is greater than or equal to the cost of the retrieved web service.

**Experimental Results**

To verify the refinement of web service communities over the traditional UDDI, we compare the average accepting ratio and query time of the two structures. Figure 3-9 and 3-10 shows the results.

Figure 3-9 describes how the accepting ratio is affected by the average number of web services which share the same key word. A retrieved web service is accepted when it can satisfy all three aspects, which means: 1) the key words for the query request and the retrieved web service are exactly the same; 2) the regular languages
for the query request and the retrieved web service are equivalent or strong similar; 3) the context information of the retrieved web service can meet the context constraints of the query request. In Figure 3-9, the average number of services that share the same key word can affect the disambiguity among web services. Generally, the larger the number is, the harder to find the accepted service. Figure 3-10 describes how the average query time for 1000 query requests changes when the number of web services increases.

From Figure 3-9, it is observed that the context-aware community has the best accepting ratio, UDDI has the worst result, and community query is between the two. This is because context-aware community query considers all three aspects; in particular, it increases the precision significantly by filtering out weak similar services. Since it does more comparison to improve the result, we expect it to take longer time than community query without context information as shown in Figure 3-10. Another observation in Figure 3-10 is that, UDDI query costs less time than context-aware community query when the query size is small. When the number of web services grows, context-aware community query exhibits better performance. This is because UDDI query compares the requirement against the entire service set, while community query reduces the number of service by refining the query process inside a specific community.

3.8 Summary

The traditional UDDIs are becoming inadequate to support the growing web services, which exhibit increasing complexities in their internal structures. This chapter proposes a framework for implementing future web service registries which incorporates
both semantic and context information to enhance the preciseness and efficiency of service registration and discovery. The key concept in the framework is the use of service community as an internal sub-structure in the registries. Integrating service communities into a workflow of web leads us to consider a comprehensive context model that includes four types of useful contexts: Service Context, Community Context, User Context and Workflow Context. The first two contexts help the hierarchical organization of web services while the later two contexts optimize the searching process in service community. The prototype implementation demonstrates the effectiveness of using service community in service registry and service composition.
Table 3-1. Parameters of S-Context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>location of the published service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>cost/charge to use the service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Instances</td>
<td>ability of the service to process requests in parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraints</td>
<td>precondition, assumption, post-condition and effect of using the service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>time of last update of the above parameters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-2. Parameters of C-Context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registry</td>
<td>ID of the registry inside which the community resides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num of Services</td>
<td>number of web services within the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity</td>
<td>indicates whether the element services are equivalent or strongly similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Query History</td>
<td>historical information of the next queried community in the same registry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Association</td>
<td>historical information of the next queried community in different registries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running Instances</td>
<td>number of instances that a service has been invoked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Instance Availability</td>
<td>indicates whether a service is ready for instantiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Query History</td>
<td>historical information of the next queried service within the same community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Association</td>
<td>historical information of the next queried service in different communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>time of the last update of the above parameters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3-3. Parameters of U-Context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identity of a user</td>
<td>maximum cost, if any, of the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>expected response time of a web service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraints</td>
<td>the IOPE requirement of the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>expected security level of the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>user’s location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferences</td>
<td>user’s preferences over a list of services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>time of last update of the above parameters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3-4. Parameters of W-Context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num of Services</th>
<th>number of services participating in the composition plan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Mapping Community</td>
<td>It describes the current mapping community so that: 1) it restrains the community to select binding service; 2) it specifies the location for re-binding substitution services when the binding service failed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Mapping Community</td>
<td>the next mapped web service community from which a binding service can be chosen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Running Service</td>
<td>It describes the current running component service. The workflow might not have finished binding all component services before execution. It reflects the idea of building on-the-fly service composition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Binding Service</td>
<td>next component service to bind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing Resources</td>
<td>current available computing resources to facilitate mapping and binding selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>time of last update of the above parameters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3-5. Complexity Analysis of Management Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Insert</th>
<th>Delete</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Delete-Max (Split)</th>
<th>Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UDDI</td>
<td>O(1)</td>
<td>O(N)</td>
<td>O(N)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>O(N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>O(c+lg n)</td>
<td>O(c+n)</td>
<td>O(c+n)</td>
<td>O(1)</td>
<td>O(c+n)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3-1. Web Service Composition with Context and Community Support

Figure 3-2. Re-organize a web service registry R into service communities
1 **Input**: community $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n$, service $s$
2 **Output**: community $C_i$
3 **Procedure**: community_selection($\text{List } C$)
4 For each root service $s_{r,i}$ in community $C_i$
5 Compare the automata of $s_{r,i}$ with $s$
6 If strong similar
7 Then return $C_i$
8 End For
9 If no $C_i$
10 Then building an empty $C_i$ and return

Figure 3-3. Community Selection in a Registry

1 **Input**: tree $t$, node $i$, service $s$
2 **Output**: tree $t$
3 **Procedure**: service_registration($t$, $i$, $s$)
4 If $s$ is a superset for $t$
5 Then $s$ becomes a new root for $t$, and link node $i$ to $s$
6 Return $t$
7 Traverse the tree $t$ from node $i$
8 Compare the similarity of $s$ and current node $i$ in $t$
9 If $s$ is equivalent to $t$
10 Then add $s$ into the linked list of $i$ and return $t$
11 Else compare $s$ with child nodes of $i$
12 If no strong similar with any child nodes
13 Then add $s$ as a new child node of $i$ and return $t$
14 Else if $s$ is superset of child node $j$
15 Then insert $s$ between $i$ and $j$, and return $t$
16 Else service_registration($t$, $j$, $s$)

Figure 3-4. Insert a service into a service community
1 **Input:** community $C_i$
2 **Output:** community $C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n$
3 **Procedure:** community\_split($C$)
4 **IF** root $r$ has no children
5 **THEN** delete $C_i$ and return null
6 **ELSE** calculate the number of children stored in $N$;
7 make $N$ new communities $C_1\ldots C_N$;
8 Assign $C_i$ with the subtree $t_i$ of $r$;
9 delete $C$;
10 return $C_1\ldots C_N$;

**Figure 3-5. Split a Service Community**

1 **Input:** tree $t$, service $s$
2 **Output:** tree $t$
3 **Procedure:** service\_deregistration()
4 **IF** node $n$ is a leaf node in tree $t$
5 **THEN IF** $n$ has no equivalent services
6 **THEN** delete $n$ and return $C$
7 **ELSE** link the first service in the equivalent service list to the parent node of $n$;
8 delete $n$ and return $C$;
9 **ELSE IF** $n$ is a root node
10 **THEN IF** $n$ has no equivalent services
11 **THEN** community\_split()
12 **ELSE** choose the first service in the service list as the new root node $n'$;
13 re-link the child nodes of $n$ to root $n'$;
14 delete $n$ and return $C$
15 **ELSE IF** $n$ is an intermediate node
16 **THEN IF** $n$ has no equivalent services
17 **THEN** re-link child services of $n$ to $n$’s parent service;
18 delete $n$ and return $C$;
19 **ELSE** link the first equivalent service in $n$’s list both to parent
20 node and child nodes of $n$;
21 delete $n$ and return $C$;

**Figure 3-6. Delete a service from service community**
Figure 3-7. Community Query Conversations
Figure 3-8. Web Service Community Functional Blocks

Figure 3-9. Accepting Ratio vs. Number of Services
Figure 3-10. Query Time vs. Registry Size
CHAPTER 4
WEB SERVICE COMPOSITION FRAMEWORK

Recently, more and more requirements are proposed for the self-manageability of web services [1, 2]. Though there is no common definition of self-management in the domain of web services, a desired self-manageable web service should be scalable, flexible, autonomous, reusable and reliable, and thus, imposes a strict demand on composite web services. Consequently, the traditional static web services are not suitable for the self-manageable requirement, and an adaptive web service composition method to cope with the requirement is needed. A broader adaptive composition should be self-adjusting to most general changes during the composition process. These changes include both logic changes of the web service functionality and context changes of the target execution platform.

In most cases, changes in a web service composition process can cause exceptions or errors in the final service workflows. Therefore, new mechanisms are needed for the traditional web service composition approaches to cope with these unexpected changes. By utilizing the classical workflow exception handling approach in the workflow composition process, we aim to efficiently build composite web services and maintain the correctness of those services.

Our solution contains two part, synchronous exception handling and asynchronous service interrupt, respectively. The theoretical support for these two concepts depends on the traditional web service substitution and adaptation methods. Traditionally, the idea of web service substitution has been proposed to improve the robustness of service composition. However, current usages of service substitution are restricted to the design time of composite web services, which can’t cope with the possible changing
environment. Thus, we refine the traditional service substitution concepts into two levels, static and dynamic, respectively. Although in general, web service substitution reduces the cost of re-composition, it is not always necessary. Sometimes a minor modification of the service or clarification of user requirements can still maintain the usefulness of the invalidated component. It promotes the adoption of adaptation in web service composition. However, adaptation has different meanings in different stages under this context. At the user’s level, adaptation can be defined as refinement of user goals [13]. At the system’s level, workflow developers may add some “glue” between communicating web services to maintain the correctness of the overall system. Furthermore, during the execution of web services, adaptation can also refer to “wrapping” of invalid components with predefined modification rules making them valid again [9]. In our work, we assume all three kinds of adaptation and refine them into three groups, planning time, mapping time and binding time adaptation, respectively.

Various solutions have been proposed for the web service composition problem. In general, most of those solutions used staged processes to generate the final composite services as shown in Figure 4-1.

In this staged web service composition framework, a user’s specification of a required service is abstracted and decomposed to machine understandable sub goals. Then these sub goals are passed to the composition generation stage, where an executable web service composition plan is produced and put into the composition execution stage. Currently, many approaches are used in the composition generation stage, as introduced in the previous related work. However, several problems exist for the generated composition. First, most composition generation approaches use the
static knowledge of existing services to generate a composite service, e.g., the classical AI planning method is based on complete static service knowledge. Second, little attention has been paid to web service composition with timing constraints. For example, some states of web services are held only for a period of time (e.g., the sales price is kept for a very short duration.) Third, the composition generation system may be unaware of failures of already finished partial workflow caused by unanticipated changes, and thus it is incorrect to continue the generation stage. Lastly, it is possible that the participating services in a composite service workflow were changed or failed during the composition execution. Instead of re-composing the required service from the scratch, it is desirable to avoid failures and enhance the correctness of the resulting composite workflow at various stages of the entire composition generation and execution process.

To solve the above problems, the following Figure 4-2 shows our ideas. It extends the staged web service composition in Figure 4-1 by including adaptive reconfiguration of composition in the generation and execution stages. During a composition generation process, anticipation of internal events can be embedded into the process, thus, the handling of these events are termed as Synchronous Exception Handling (SEH). Similarly, during a composition execution process, external events that could affect the execution can be treated like interrupt, and the mechanism is termed as Asynchronous Service Interrupt (ASI).

4.1 Synchronous Exception Handling

In the composition generation stage, failures can occur at any time. Wrong users’ specifications, incompatible service interfaces, unmatched service functionalities, etc., can all cause failures. These failures should be divided into two groups: real failures and
workflow exceptions. Real failures refer to the absence of a valid composition plan with existing services, no matter what technologies are adopted. On the other hand, exceptions mean that an invalidation of the current workflow is temporary and this problem can be fixed by the system automatically. For example, a shipping service is composed of three component services: car, train and airplane. If all the component services are not available at the users’ specified time, real failures happen. Otherwise, there is only an exception since one of the three services is available and can substitute the other two services. In order to solve failures caused by workflow exceptions, we refer to the traditional workflow exception handling. Particularly, this exception handling is refined into two sub processes. First, for a failed service in the partial composition, a substitution process replaces it with the most suitable candidate from the same web service community automatically. Second, an adaptation process uses “glue” rules to bridge the gap between sequential WSDLs in the composition plans so that we can still maintain a combination of communicating web services to satisfy users’ requirements. The following sections introduces the above two methods in details.

4.1.1 Static Web Service Substitution

In general, substitution means replacing one service component with another, as long as the replacing component produces the same output and satisfies the same requirements as the one being replaced [41]. Web service substitution could be due to non-responsiveness to client requests or better arrangement with another competitor Web service.

In our work, we call the traditional service substitution as static substitution since it happens in the composition generation stage. Many web service composition studies considered static substitution and its correctness. Static service substitution can be
implemented by first verifying the equivalence between two services, and then
substituting one with the other. Li and Jagadish represent BPI (Business Process
Interaction) model of web services using graphs [42]. Their goal is to determine the
compatibility and difference of two web services represented as graphs. In this sense,
service substitution is treated as a graph homomorphism problem. We can also
consider substitution as a new task of composition, whose requirement has the same
functionalities of the old invalidated web services. This type of substitution was
incorporated in the work by Hamadi and Benatallah [43]. They used Petri-net models to
analyze the reachability of the web service workflows and to deduce the satisfiability of
the composed web services. Both substitution approaches improve the efficiency of web
service composition. Our proposed approach differs from others in refining the web
service substitution into two types, static and dynamic.

Pathak, Basu, etc. [44] propose a specification-driven approach for the web
service composition. The framework allows users to start with an incomplete
specification of a goal service. If the required service cannot be satisfied by existing
services, the system identifies the cause for failures which can then be fed back to the
developer to reformulate the goal specification. In this way, the notion of adaptation is
considered. They extend their service compositions by focusing on the problem of
context-specific service substitution which requires that some desired properties of the
component being replaced are maintained [45]. Two variants of the context-specific
service substitution problem are introduced, namely, the environment-dependent and
environment-independent substitutability, which relax the requirements for
substitutability relative to simulation or observational equivalence between services.
Their work gives a formal foundation of substitution and achieves a kind of correctness. However, communications between services are not solved in their work. Moreover, their work didn’t consider the dynamic changeover of web services. Taher, Fauvet, etc. [41] adopt the idea of deploying communities of web services. One major advantage of the concept of web service community is that it is easier to find a candidate of peer web service for substitution when needed.

In our proposed approach, static substitution refers to the replacement of similar web services at design time. It is performed during the generation of a web service composition plan. When the web service discovery mechanism is requested, it replies with a list of candidate abstract web service descriptions (AWSs). The AWSs are ranked by their closeness in meeting the user’s requirements. The system chooses the highest ranked AWS. From its definition, an AWS can be mapped to several WSDL descriptions, from which the most suitable WSDL description is chosen to be included in the composite plan. If the generation fails, the system picks the next ranked WSDL from the same community to regenerate the plan. If none of the WSDL descriptions are suitable, the process will return to the previous AWS selection stage. Finally, each WSDL is bound to a concrete server in the final composite plan.

4.1.2 Planning Time Web Service Adaptation

There is no commonly agreed definition of adaptation with respect to web service composition, although adaptation is a very generic concept used in many different contexts. Our proposed adaptation method is motivated by the work by Chafle, Dasgupta et al. They proposed a staged method for web service composition based on adaptation [5]. In our approach, we also adopt the staged approach, but with significant differences. When failures happen in each composition stage, the control flow first
transfers to the substitution process instead of to the adaptation process in their system. More specifically, we define our adaptation in three levels: planning time, mapping time and binding time.

The planning time web service adaptation is needed when the service composition fails at the composition planning time. Such failures could be due to inability of finding the desired web services or imprecise information for composition. The paper addresses the latter case. When using traditional AI planning techniques for web service composition, the general assumption is that the system must have a complete knowledge of existing web services before generating a plan [46]. Naturally, this assumption is not realistic for real-world applications since a web service might change and its functionalities might not be completely specified. This is an example of imprecise information caused by either poor service provider’s specification or the system’s inability to extract precise information from the specification. Similarly, imprecise information could be due to incomplete or wrong description of the user goals. A solution to the imprecise user goal specification is to allow a feedback process for the refinement of user goals such as the framework MoSCoE [47]. Our planning time adaptation approach for service composition aims to deal with the difficulties resulted from both kinds of imprecise information.

For the implementation of our proposed web service composition system, we complement the AI planning approach with planning time adaptation mechanisms. First, instead of accepting imprecise goal descriptions from a user as inputs to the planning machine directly, the system uses heuristic methods to refine those imprecise specifications iteratively, similar to the work in [4]. Second, the system is extended to
periodically update the current information in the AI planner’s knowledge base, which maximizes the completeness of the knowledge of existing web services. Finally, a concept similar to check-pointing and recovery is added. When some web services possess values which are conflicted with their default values, the system logs the event and lets the planning processes continue. These logged records can be used to check the system’s knowledge of web services when failures occur.

4.1.3 Mapping Time Web Service Adaptation

Comparing with the planning time adaptation process which helps users to refine their goal descriptions about web services, mapping time web service adaptation is transparent to the user. Mapping time adaptation is complementary to static substitution and it happens if static substitution fails. As discussed in the previous sections, when mapping AWS to the highest ranked WSDL fails in the workflow generation process, static substitution is activated to choose another similar WSDL. If failures remain, the system will return to the previous AWS selection stage. At this time, the control flow will transfer to two concurrent branches. The system can drop the current AWS and choose the next ranked AWS to resume the mapping again. Simultaneously, mapping time adaptation is triggered to adapt the current AWS. By doing so, the choice of candidate web services for the system is maximized. This adaptation is regulated by certain adaptation rules. At this time of research, these adaptation rules are mainly “glue” rules which bridge the gap between WSDL descriptions and allow the component web services to communicate effectively with each other.

4.2 Asynchronous Service Interrupt

In the composition execution stage, the availability and context constraints of the concrete (actual) services in a composition workflow are checked. The conflicts could
impede the binding of a physical workflow to the concrete services to be executed. The problem can be resolved by either 1) dynamic substitution which substitutes an invalidated service with its backups or 2) binding time adaptation which works like a “wrapper” that encapsulates an invalid web service making it a valid candidate again. In order to maximize the effectiveness of the two corrections, the system divides the context changes into two groups: unrecoverable changes and recoverable changes.

Unrecoverable context changes invalidate the current workflow permanently. It forces the composition system to go back to the previous stage for a new set of abstract/physical composite workflows. Therefore, nothing can be done in the runtime stage. In contrast, recoverable context changes just delay the composition execution; the system can return to a right state via certain modifications. Such “interruptions” to the composition execution caused by the recoverable context changes are generally related to the web services providers or the service execution environment.

The occurrence of ASIs can be effectively detected by the system. Since the execution of an instantiated composition is monitored internally in the composition execution stage, any execution exceptions and sharp performance degradations are fed back to the execution module periodically as service interrupts. In addition, most service interrupts are detected when there are explicit external events from the web services. These triggering events may include: 1) the unavailability of concrete services, 2) the context conflicts between participating services and execution environment, 3) the functionality updates of participating services by their providers. Respective solutions are provided for each situation. In case 1, the system restarts execution after the invalid services are replaced by their back-ups. In case 2, a resumption response is generated
after rebinding WSDL to similar services, which satisfy current contexts. These are the work of the dynamic substitution. In case 3, the updates include increasing, changing or removing functionalities by the providers. Currently, solutions are provided only for functionality incensement by offering required services to users while unnecessary behaviors are hidden from the current workflow. And that is responsibility of the binding time adaptation process.

4.2.1 Dynamic Web Service Substitution

Dynamic substitution can be triggered if one concrete web service, which participates in at least one of the running composite plans, becomes invalid or conflicts with a user’s QoS requirements during execution. This problem can be addressed by rebinding WSDL to concrete web services. Though rebinding of services to servers may seem difficult and time-consuming since it requires the correctness verification of the choreography and orchestration constraints in most cases, it is valuable under two considerations. First, comparing with the compulsory overall workflow verification when re-compose from the scratch, the verification of workflow after dynamic substitution is reduced only to the changed part of the workflow. Second, substituting a web service with its replicas can maintain the choreography and orchestration constraints in general. Replication of web services can be done at different nodes over the Internet, which is similar to data replication in databases. Those replicas possess the same WSDL descriptions, state transition diagrams, and QoS constraints. Any single copy of those replicas has the same behaviour in one executable workflow. Meanwhile, its interactions with other web services will remain the same even if it is replaced by its replica. Therefore, substitution of web services with replicas does not contradict with the choreography and orchestration constraints. This dynamic substitution is highly efficient
since the only work is to substitute the invalidated one with its corresponding backup and redo part of the computation before the execution is resumed. Figure 4-3 demonstrates the idea. The horizontal bars represent the constructs in WS-BPEL, and the vertical bars indicate the instantiation of the corresponding web services (solid lines in the Figure 4-3).

4.2.2 Binding Time Service Adaptation

Binding time adaptation happens in case of dynamic substitution failures. Generally, a simple implementation of dynamic substitution is to find a back-up component web service to replace the invalid one during runtime. However, not all web services have back-up replicas. In addition, invalidation of web services caused by functional conflicts cannot be solved by replicas. Therefore, functionality failures of dynamic substitution demonstrate the need for binding time adaptation. In this case, binding time adaptation works like a “wrapper” to encapsulate an invalid web service making it a valid candidate again. This candidate will then be compared with other candidates and the best ranked one will be put into runtime execution. We adopt traditional software wrapping techniques for binding time adaptation as the work in [48]. Another potential need for binding time adaptation could be due to non-functional requirements such as violation of QoS or time constraints. This is an open issue for web service composition to be considered in our next phase of research.

4.3 System Architecture

4.3.1 Overall Framework

As motivated and analyzed in the previous sections, we combine several key concepts for web service composition including service discovery, substitution, adaptation and AI planning. Figure 4-4 depicts the overall architecture of the system.
The flow of the dynamic composition process is organized in three stages. The Logical Composition stage contains two constructs. The knowledge base (KB) stores the descriptions of Abstract Web Services (AWS) extracted from the extended UDDI. The AI plan Generator generates a set of logic workflows from KB denoted by \{Lw\}, which is sorted by the rank information. Meanwhile, the knowledge base refreshes itself periodically for the most current knowledge. The second stage, Physical Composition, also contains two constructs. The functionality of mapping is to map the AWS in \{Lw\} to WSDL descriptions, which results in a set of executable workflows \{Ew\} sorted by the rank information. Static substitution facilitates the mapping process by finding the equivalent web services in the same web service community for candidate executable workflow generation. The last Runtime stage chooses the most suitable workflow from the previous stage and binds this workflow to concrete web services. The criteria for filtering are decided by the rank mechanisms and QoS requirements. The result is a particular executable workflow \(E_w\), which will be put in the Execution Environment.

The ranking rules for ranking web services or workflows are extracted from users’ preferences or non-functional requirements. At each stage of the above framework, the feedback information is collected and sent to the previous stage for better arrangement. For example, in the Execution Environment, the running workflow is monitored and any degradation in performance or conflicts in requirements will be returned to the Runtime Stage. Therefore, dynamic substitution or binding time adaptation will be triggered to produce a new executable workflow. If this process fails, feedback will be returned to the previous stage to fix the problem. This process continues iteratively until the system re-enter a correct state.
4.3.2 Extension to Service Oriented Architecture

The system architecture is complementary to the traditional Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). SOA provides methods for system development and integration. It allows users to combine and reuse distributed online services for developing new web applications. Traditionally, SOA organized a large application as a collection of component services. These sub services communicate with each other by passing data from one service to another, or by coordinating an activity between two or more services. However, possible exceptions or errors exist in the communication processes between those sub services. Our proposed synchronous workflow exception handling and asynchronous service interrupt extend the traditional SOA by providing a mechanism to facilitate the communication and maintain the validity of the final composition plan. That is to say, the traditional SOA produces an initial plan for service composition, and then SEH and ASI are used to refine and maintain this plan.

4.4 Related Work

Currently, abundant researches are focusing on web service adaptation and related topics. For example, much work discusses the cause of adaptation, such as incompatibility between service signatures and behaviors. Lucas, Gwen and Daniela, etc, defined and analyzed two concepts: compatibility and substitutability in the view of static properties and dynamic behavior [49]. They thought that a simple description of the service behavior based on process-algebraic or automata-based formalisms can help detecting many subtle incompatibilities in their interaction. Benatallah, Casati and Toumani discussed the different ways in which the middleware can leverage protocol descriptions and focuses in particular on the notions of protocol compatibility, equivalence and replaceability [50]. They characterized whether two services can
interact based on their protocol definition, whether a service can replace another in
general or when interacting with specific clients, and which are the set of possible
interactions among two services. To formally detect incompatible services, an algorithm
was proposed to determine the compatibility between web services in [42]. The
algorithm takes two graphs as inputs. Each of the graphs represented the external
interface of a web service. Then the system can tell whether the two services are
compatible or not and also the differences between two graphs. Thus, the result can be
used by a service to enable dynamic collaboration between each other. With the
existing achievements on web service compatibility analysis, many researchers
proposed different solutions for web service adaptation. For example, Benatallah,
Casati and Grigori, etc. characterized the problem of adaptation of web services by
identifying and classifying different kinds of adaptation requirements, such as the
heterogeneity and the higher levels of the interoperability stack and the high number of
clients supporting different interfaces and protocols [51]. Thus, the authors proposed a
methodology for developing adapters in web services based on the use of mismatch
patterns and service composition technologies. In their further researches, the authors
proposed an Aspect oriented framework a solution to provide support for service
adaptation [52]. Recently, they proposed an approach to identify mismatches between
service interfaces [53]. In addition, they also identified all ordering mismatches between
service protocols and generate a mismatch tree. Then, semi-automated support in
analyzing the mismatch tree is provided to help in resolving such mismatches. Brogi
and Popescu presented a methodology for the automated generation of service
adapters capable of solving behavioral mismatches among BPEL processes [54]. A key ingredient of their work is the transformation of BPEL processes into YAWL workflows.

Research on web service composition has drawn much attention in the web service community. Skogan, Gronmo and Solheim [55] model the composition of web services using a UML Activity Diagram. This diagram is translated to a preliminary interface model and a composition model of the new web service. These models are then translated to executable BPEL (Business Process Execution Language). However, their selection of candidate services is based on textual description of web services which are not precise enough. Moreover they do not consider potential future changes of services. Chafle et al. allowed a staged approach for adaptive Web Service Composition and Execution that clearly separated the functional and non-functional requirements of a new service, and enabled different environmental changes to be absorbed at different stages of composition and execution [5]. Yoji and Hiroshi established a flexible staged service composition framework, where a semantic-level service scenario was translated and its components can be dynamically found, selected and bound [56].

4.5 Summary

The novelty and significance of this chapter is the integration of the concepts of synchronous workflow exception handling and asynchronous web service interrupt to facilitate a valid web service composition. A valid web service composition means that the integrated composite service remains executable even if the environment changes after the plan is already generated. To maintain the validity of composite service, we incorporate the static/dynamic substitution and adaptation methods into the composite workflow generation process. The static substitution, the planning time adaptation and
the mapping time adaptation are categorized as synchronous exception handling, while
the dynamic substitution and binding time adaptation are treated as asynchronous web
service interrupt.
Figure 4-1. Web Service Composition Framework

Figure 4-2. Service Composition Process with Changes

Figure 4-3. Dynamic Web Service Substitution
Figure 4-4. System Architecture
CHAPTER 5
SUBSTITUTION-BASED CONTEXT-AWARE SERVICE ADAPTATION

Web services are self-contained software which are distributed online and can be accessed via various protocols. A key aspect of Service Oriented Computing (SOC) is to integrate web services in a loosely-coupled fashion to build new applications efficiently. Building a suitable integration is the main goal of web service composition. Primary research on service composition is concerned about constructing a composite workflow from existing web services that matches the user’s goal. However, most available solutions are generated at the design time and assume static information. These solutions might not be precise due to the intrinsic dynamic characteristics both for web services and their execution environment. Thus, even when a composite workflow is theoretically valid and executable during the design time, no guarantee can be provided to produce the expected results in the runtime environment. Therefore, new mechanisms need to be studied for managing dynamic web service composition.

Recently, the concept of web service adaptation has been widely studied for dynamic web service composition. In many cases, designing a proper adapter for a composite workflow is a key issue since 1) message exchanges between web services are often expressed in different format and granularity; 2) autonomous web services are generally heterogeneous and continues to evolve; 3) invocation sequences of internal service activities are often different; 4) mismatches between web services are not only at the level of individual interactions, but also across interdependent interactions [57]. To address these problems, various solution approaches have been proposed which include compatibility analysis [42, 49, 50, 58], replaceability/ substitutability analysis [45, 50, 59], mismatch pattern analysis between service interfaces or behaviors [52, 60, 61,
and process mediation [64, 65, 66, 67, 68], etc. Complementary to the existing approaches, recently, integrating context information into web service composition has attracted much attention [69, 70, 71]. By considering context in the service adaptation process, researchers can predict more possible changes at runtime and generate automatic solutions to deal with these situations. A synergetic integration of the concepts of context-awareness and service adaptation achieves a holistic effect on the overall success of dynamic service composition.

Following this trend for context-aware web service composition, we propose a context-aware adaptation framework to integrate context-awareness into the existing adaptation systems. In addition, we observe that, sometimes the traditional adaptation methods are too costly due to the complex adaptation process. Therefore, this chapter also proposes a light-weight adaptation approach based on web service substitution. Adaptation can often be accomplished through modular substitutions without complex changes of web services. Effective substitutions rely on the support of the concept of web service communities, which are grouping of similar web services. The main contributions of our work are 1) maintaining the interoperability of communicating web services in a composite workflow; 2) coping with the dynamic availability of component services and runtime environment changes.

5.1 Adaptive Web Service Composition

Various research issues have been widely studied for adaptive web service composition, including web service modeling, web service registry, web service discovery, etc. Many frameworks have been proposed for service composition, including our previous solution [26, 72, 73]. Generally, the user’s requirements are passed to a composition engine. The engine analyzes the requirements and generates composite
BPEL processes from registered web services. However, those BPEL processes are often unbound, i.e., they are depicted with only abstract web services rather than concrete ones. Dynamic binding is conducted when a BPEL process is sent to execution engine. In this process, one observes that dynamic binding needs the support of a well-organized service registry to find candidate concrete services when context changes. Thus, the concept of web service community was proposed to refine the current web service registry and support the web service substitution process. A traditional service registry like UDDI is coarse grained and not precise enough. Services within the same registry can be classified into fine-grained communities based on service similarities. With addition of the concept of service community, a common adaptive composition workflow can be extended with dynamic binding as shown in Figure 5-1.

In this figure, the white boxes represent the traditional workflow for adaptive web service composition, while the grey modules are our extensions. First, a web service registry is further refined to web service communities, each of which contains functionally similar web services. When choosing the concrete services for an unbound BPEL process, the Static Binding module selects a proper web service community rather than concrete services to generate the pre-bound BPEL processes. An abstract service proxy is generated to represent this chosen service community. While putting those pre-bound processes into the BPEL Execution Engine, the Dynamic Binding process selects the most suitable concrete services in the pre-selected web service community. A concrete service proxy is generated for each concrete web service when communicating with users. Context Monitor collects runtime information and triggers re-
binding if necessary. This two-stage dynamic binding implements the functionality of the service query. This enhanced system gains the following benefits: 1) the pre-execution static binding of web service communities rather than real web services provides more alternative services and can improve the availability of concrete services during runtime; 2) when one web service fails at runtime, re-selection of substitutable services can be implemented by limiting the search space within the same web service community; 3) the service proxies hide the details of service adaptation, making it transparent to the outside.

As introduced in the previous section, adaptation can be achieved using different approaches, including resolving interface and behavior mismatches in the dynamic binding process by “wrapping” the differences. However, this “wrapping” process is sometimes expensive and its overhead cannot be justified. This observation is analogous to fixing the computer. It is most likely easier and less laborious to replace the malfunctioning modules than to repair them. Similarly, with the explosive number of online web services, substitution-based adaptation is practical and costs less effort than direct adaptation. Our existing work on web service community provides the data-source for service substitution. The general service adaptation framework is introduced in Section 5.2 while the substitution-based adaptation is detailed in Section 5.3.

5.2 Service Adaptation Framework

Numerous architectures have been proposed to model the service adaptation process. Generally, these architectures involve different sub-modules, such as adaptation model [74], mismatch pattern [52, 60, 61, 62, 63], adaptation template [60, 75] and adaptation trigger [76]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no existing work has integrated those modules together to build a complete system. In addition, context
information has not been seamlessly combined with the adaptation process. Thus, this chapter improves current research solutions by integrating various adaptation components into a whole framework and extends it with context information, as discussed in following sub-sections.

5.2.1 Overall Framework

Generally, when a composite BPEL process is executed, the execution engine will monitor its results and generate adaptation requirements if necessary. These adaptation requirements, together with user’s requirements and the outdated workflow, are sent to an adaptation system to synthesize an adaptation specification. A well designed adaptation system is the key module in the web service adaptation process. The architecture for our framework is shown in Figure 5-2.

The Adaptation Model describes a set of predefined adaptation rules and the contexts requirement when referring to those rules. It is possible that an execution sequence exists among different rules. In addition, some rules can have pre-/post-conditions for execution. Thus, contexts are not restricted to describe the execution environment, but also include the dependencies and constraints.

To analyze service incompatibility, classification of Mismatch Pattern has been widely studied in the research domain of service mediation, which includes interface mismatches and behavior mismatches. Moreover, these patterns can be further refined into syntactic (structure), semantic, functional and non-functional. Traditionally, the Adaptation Trigger sub-module involves a set of adaptation events which aim to determine when to trigger the adaptation process. An improvement is added to this module by integrating the Context Monitor to set up the thresholds for context and monitor their changes. To generate adaptation specification automatically, the
*Adaptation Template* module provides code or pseudo-code that describes the implementation of an adapter that can resolve the difference captured by the Mismatch Pattern. These templates are generally predefined via different mechanisms, like Aspect-Oriented service adaptation [52, 77, 78]. In addition, they can be further updated with the system’s feedback information. Finally, these four modules communicate with the Reasoning Framework to generate the final adaptation specification in the following sequences:

1. When an adaptation requirement comes into the Adaptation Specification Generator, the system analyzes the requirement and consults the Mismatch Pattern module to detect the differences between current workflow and required functionality.

2. Given the produced differences, the Adaptation Module can choose a set of proper adaptation rules with corresponding context requirements. The dependencies and constraints relationships among rules can eliminate conflicting rules.

3. With the provided mismatch pattern and adaptation model, the execution goes to the Adaptation Template module to select a proper template for adaptation.

4. The results from step 1 to 3 are sent to the Reasoning Framework to generate the final adaptation plan, which waits for the execution signal until threshold is met.

5. The Adaptation Trigger monitors the contexts of the workflow execution and listens to specific adaptation events to trigger the adaptation plan in step 4.

**5.2.2 Context-aware Service Adaptation**

The goal of web service adaptation is to modify an existing web service to fulfill some requirements that were not originally designed for. Although this modification process has been well studied, issues involving the incorporation of context information into the service adaptation process for higher accuracy and efficiency of workflow execution remain open. We argue the need for context-awareness and illustrate its importance in the following example.
Consider the case of adapting a library query service into a warehouse query service. In addition to the adaptation of the innate features such as functionality and UI, the differences between the two contexts where the services are running must also be considered. The original library query service may be running in a more open and publicly accessible environment. The requested throughput may also be high but the reliability of the service and the query results may not be well taken care of. However, when converting this service into a query service for a warehouse, the runtime environment requires higher security, and thus authorization and authentication components are more critical for the system than the throughput. The service user may also require more reliable and accurate results on a queried product than they do for a library book. A better service adaptation can be achieved if contexts can be associated with the old service to the new environment. This association infers two major actions when applying context-awareness on the process of web service adaptation: Context Mapping and Context Adaptation.

Context mapping checks the contexts of the services before and after the adaptation. The goal of the mapping is to judge whether service contexts before adaptation are compatible with the required contexts after adaptation. This check can be done by running a pre-defined test suite on current services before adaptation. The test suite may be composed of multiple test cases that inspect the runtime environment of current web services. Each test case checks the compatibility of certain aspects that are required by the adaptation model. The inspection results are mapped to the requirement of target service contexts, and the compatibility for each aspect is decided.
Based on the compatibility results, the service context adaptation can be performed to adjust the incompatible aspects of current context.

Service context adaptation is performed to adjust the current context to fulfill the requirements of target service. The incompatible contexts can be put into two categories: adjustable contexts and in-adjustable contexts. Adjustable context refers to those incompatible, but controllable contexts in the view of service adapter. For example, the higher throughput can be achieved by adding more service instance in the service contracts when adapting the query service. However, not all the service context aspects are adjustable. Taking the above example again, authorization and authentication module may not be available in the previous service and cannot be provided by the service adapter in the adaptation process. It is up to the adaptation model to decide whether to give up the current adaptation when incompatible and un-adjustable context are found. Incorporating the context information into the service adaptation may also be of great help when choosing the best service to adapt from multiple candidates.

The idea of context-aware web services adaptation is described briefly here. It is believed that such mechanism can be promising to help achieving a dynamic and automatic adaptation and composition process for web services. However, the more detailed design for this mechanism is still under study.

5.3 Substitution-based Service Adaptation

Given a component service A in a composite workflow in Figure 5-3, when A becomes invalid, the ideal solution is not to fix A directly, but to find a functionally similar service A’ to replace A to maintain the original composite workflow. This is the main idea for traditional web service substitution. Here, “functionally similar” means the functionality of service A’ is equivalent to or a superset of functionality of service A,
which we refer to as the Equivalent and Strong Similar relationships, respectively.

However, it is possible that such a service $A'$ might not exist in a web service community. In such a case, a traditional solution would turn to service adaptation. Our work adds an intermediate step before substitution and adaptation, called substitution-based adaptation. This is practical when some web services, like service $B$ and $C$, exist in a service community, whose component functionality is a subset of service $A$ (Weak Similar). In Figure 5-3, the functionality of service $A$ is formed by the integration of service $X$ and $Y$. Service $B$ contains $X$ and service $C$ contains $Y$. Thus, if service $B$ and service $C$ can be virtually decomposed into sub-services $X$, $M$, $Y$ and $N$, then a virtual service $A''$ can be generated by virtually recompose $X$ and $Y$.

To accomplish this goal, it is necessary to merge and split web services. Generally, it is hard to decompose a web service into sub ones since the implementation details are not available to application integrators. However, since service providers provide the service descriptions when publishing their services into service registries, developers can manipulate these descriptions to analyze service functionalities. In our system, web services in OWL-S description are translated into automata representation. In Chapter 2, the composition operation of automata is introduced. For the decomposition of automata, we adopt a manually approach.

The complexity for automata decomposition is much higher than that of composition [79, 80, 81]. Not all the automata can be decomposed into simple ones automatically. Composite web services often have a simpler automata structure for decomposition. In our implementation, we resort to manual decomposition whenever necessary.
To manually decompose an automaton, the key issue is to find the decomposition position. For example, given an automaton with language $a_1a_2\ldots a_n$, it is possible to decompose at any position $j$, $j \in [1, n-1]$. However, in most cases, only one of the decomposition satisfies the requirement in the adaptation process. Thus, to avoid unnecessary blind decomposition, a method to determine the value for position $j$ is proposed in our implementation. To illustrate our methods, we still use the example in Figure 5-3. Suppose the regular languages for automata of web service A, B and C are $L_A = \{abcdef\}$, $L_B = \{abcmn\}$, $L_C = \{stdef\}$, respectively. According to the Boyer-Moore Fast String Searching Algorithm, it is easily to find that $\{abc\}$ and $\{def\}$ are sub-string of $L_A$. Thus, the starting and ending position of $\{abc\}$ and $\{def\}$ are the decomposition position. Then a manual decomposition is conducted to generate the virtual services X and Y, which are then composed together to generate $A''$.

An adaptation process should take place in a timely manner and maintain a consistent state. To guarantee this requirement, one precondition is that one service can be replaced or modified only when it has no running instances. Several adaptation machines are developed for this consistency issue. One example of existing solution is the CoBRA framework [82], which involves an adaptation manager to record the state information and a set of service proxies to guarantee the system consistency. Our work is very similar to CoBRA by keeping the service proxies and State Cache. However, we integrate the concept of service community so the extended adaptation process is further divided into five stages as shown in Figure 5-4.

The existence of a service proxy hides the details of communicating services to each other. Thus, the caller service is not aware of the called service. In Figure 5-4,
Service B sends out a request to the service proxy. This request is further redirected to service A for real execution. When an adaptation trigger initiates the adaptation process, the running instance of service A sends a “stop service” signal to its service proxy, which will forward the signal to Service B for further references. Then service A is ready to enter the substitution-based adaptation process.

The Service Ranking phase is in charge of two tasks: 1) at the beginning of this phrase, a signal is sent to the service proxy to inform the temporary unavailability of service A, so that the Adaptation Monitor can halt the execution of service A after its current running instance completes. At the same time, service proxy informs service B to stop sending service request to it, so service B blocks its execution; 2) the web service community which contains service A is informed to rank all the services that are Equivalent or Strong Similar to A. In the Service Selection phase, the context information is collected to help select the previous ranked services. In the Halt Execution stage, the running instance of service A has completed all the tasks. Thus, it sends a request to the State Cache to store its current state and environment context. This is a key step in the adaptation process, since consistency is guaranteed via 1) restore from the State Cache if the substitution process fails; 2) the candidate service A’ can start regular execution with its initial state set to the one that is stored in the State Cache. In our system, state information mainly includes the input, output, pre-condition and effects (IOPE) of web services. The Service Substitution phase is the duration that the service A is removed from the service proxy and service A’ is linked to the proxy. In this stage, the restore step retrieves all the necessary information from the State Cache and set it to the initial state for service A’. Only when A’ is compatible and accepts this
state, the state information can be removed from the State Cache. Otherwise, service A’ should be removed from the proxy indicating the failure of the substitution-based adaptation. In this case, the system switches to the direct adaptation process. When the restore succeeds, the adaptation process enters the final phase, Resume Execution. In this stage, the service proxy is aware of existence of service A’, so it notify the pending service B to resume execution again. The new request from service B is forward to service A’ while service A’ is transparent to service B. With the proposed five phases for substitution-based adaptation, our work provides the consistency for the composite workflow execution. In addition, it reduces the complexity compared with direct service adaptation.

5.4 Related Work

Web service adaptation has been widely studied recently. To find a practical solution for this issue, many solutions have been proposed based on WS-BPEL descriptions. For example, a methodology for the automated generation of service adapters is introduced in [54]. The generated adapters are capable of solving behavioral mismatches among BPEL processes. Their research also deals with the lock situation between two communicating processes. Another BPEL-based solution is the system for runtime adaptation with QoS monitoring in [83]. This system first monitors BPEL processes according to the QoS attributes and then replaces existing partner services based on various pluggable replacement strategies. The chosen replacement services can be syntactically or semantically equivalent to the BPEL interface. Their work is similar to our substitution-based adaptation process. However, they only consider the interface -level equivalence, while our work integrates the behavioral-level similarities. TRAP/BPEL, a general framework which adds automatic behavior into existing BPEL
processes automatically and transparently, is introduced in [84]. The authors define an autonomic BPEL process as a composite web service that is capable of responding to changes in its execution environment. The solution depends on a generic proxy between applications and services, which is a bottleneck in the whole system. In addition, the paper mainly focuses on “adding” service into the BPEL processes, while lacks details on “removing” or “modifying” service in the BPEL processes.

Besides the adaptation mechanisms specific for WS-BPEL, several general solutions are proposed based on component models [82, 85, 86]. For example, CASA, a Contract-based Adaptive Software Architecture, provides a framework for enabling dynamic adaptation of applications, in response to changes in their execution environment [86]. The authors treat each sub-service as a single component in a composite service. Thus, runtime adaptation is fulfilled by re-composition of application components. Though automated adaptation solutions are the purpose for many existing researches, the authors of [53] present a semi-automated support for identifying and resolution of mismatches between service interfaces and protocols, and for generating adapter specification. This is because possible deadlocks can happen due to ordering mismatches between service protocols. A mismatch tree is generated for mismatches that require the developers’ intervention for the resolution of mismatches with deadlocks.

Another support for service adaptation is the dynamic binding of concrete services. It enables runtime binding of service compositions according to some functional and non-functional preferences and constraints. Thus, it can support runtime recovery actions through adaptation via rebinding. The work in [87] is similar to our dynamic binding process. However, there is a general service proxy for each concrete web
service in WS Binder, while we have two types of service proxy: abstract and concrete. Thus, our system not only provides a structured service organization, but also hides more details of the services from the users.

5.5 Application

To illustrate the light-weight adaptation process, a simple travel planning application is implemented. The developing tool is Eclipse with java language under Windows system. This application, represented as a composite web service, aims to provide the travel planning help with given input parameters. First, an atomic component, weather, is consulted to obtain the weather of the source and destination cities. Based on the weather information, transportation service can generate the best choice for the traveler, which includes flight, train and car plans. A hotel booking service is also included. For simplicity, the application uses the TravelStartDate and TravelEndDate as the hotel check-in and check-out date. At last, the SiteRouting service generates a sight-viewing route for the traveler. The UML class diagram for this application is shown in Figure 5-5 (a), which is generated using UML2 plug-ins for Eclipse. The TravelPlanning class is associated with the interface Transportation, which is implemented by three classes: Flight, Train and Car.

Two demonstrations are provided to illustrate the usage of the substitution-based adaptation process, which considers interface-level mismatches and behavior-level mismatches. The interface-level mismatch resolution is shown in Figure 5-5(b). In the original application, the weather service returns the weather in Fahrenheit. Support this service no longer exists or is out-of-service temporality, the application can choose another service which has exactly the same functionality except that the return value is
in Celsius. This kind of data type mismatches can be predefined in adaptation rules. Thus, the application can automatically switch to new service without harm.

The behavior-level mismatch is shown in Figure 5-5(c). We implemented two other composite web services, which are TravelPromotion and DailyActivity. The first one is composed of three atomic services, which are HotelPromotion, DiningPromotion and ThemeParkPromotion. Given the city and promotion duration interval, the three services return the prices for hotel, dining and theme park, respectively. Then the user can book corresponding hotel, restaurant and theme parks via TravelPromotion service.

DailyActivity Service provides the functionality for arranging daily tourist activities in a specific city. It is straightforward to see that HotelPromotion service is a subset to TravelPlanning service, and a set of consecutive DailyActivity services form a subset functionality of TravelPlanning. Thus, when HotelBooking and SiteRouting services are no longer available, our implementation uses HotelPromotion and DailyActivity to substitute them and maintain the correctness of original workflow as shown in Figure 5-6. In the figure, a dashed line means that the original sequential execution is replaced due to substitution, while the solid line reflects the new workflow after the adaptation process.

The goal of this case study is to show the usefulness and practicability of our methodology on the light-weight substitution-based adaptation for issues in Figure 5-3. As seen in Figure 5-6, invalid services, such as SiteRouting, can be replaced by functional equivalent ones via adding certain control flows. No direct adaptation is required to change the published functionality of DailyActivity service. Though a prototype of the entire methodology is not available yet, we believe this light-weight
adaptation can gain the following benefits: 1) it reduces the complexity of traditional web service adaptation process; 2) it increase the flexibility of web service composition through dynamic re-binding; 3) the possibility of exceptions or errors in the adapted workflow is reduced since it prevents the developers modifying the functionality of published services.

5.6 Summary

The rapid growth of service-oriented systems is becoming a reality for today’s distributed applications. These applications are developed by assembling reusable software services to create compositions of dynamically bound services. In particular, adaptation is of utmost importance in this process. The general idea for web service adaptation is to solve mismatches which occur at different interoperability levels among services by synthesizing a mediating adaptor. In this chapter, we propose a context-aware substitution-based adaptation approach for dynamic web service composition. We integrate current adaptation solutions with context information to enhance the adaptation framework. In addition, we observe that direct adaptation is sometimes expensive and might be eliminated in some situations. Thus, a light-weight substitution-based adaptation approach is proposed. Currently, a prototype system is under construction to demonstrate the usage of our idea. This system mainly focuses on functional modules related to the substitution-based adaptation process, rather than the traditional adaptation framework. Two finished components are web service community and OWLS2NFA tool. The remaining implementation includes BPEL workflow (re-)binding, adaptation monitoring, abstract/concrete service proxies, etc. Future work also includes further studies on designing and integrating a context model to facilitate the web service adaptation process.
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CHAPTER 6  
EXAMPLE APPLICATION

To show the practicability of our composition framework, the chapter adopts the e-Hospital example as shown in following sections.

6.1 e-Hospital Example

Like the real life hospitals, we assume patient’s information, medical history, prescribing, doctors, and billings can be represented as web services. In this application, a patient can request a specific doctor through the QoS requirements in his goal specification. Each doctor maintains a queue of patients. When one doctor becomes unavailable, his queue of patients could be transferred to any doctors at run time. Those patients who specify a particular doctor will either wait for the doctor or be transferred to others after negotiation with the system. Likewise, the patient can make a payment by cash, check or credit card. The entire workflow is shown in Figure 6-1.

To implement the above application, a workflow of participating services will be generated for each patient. Traditionally, this generated workflow is static and is not able to be executed if environments changes. For example, during this workflow generation process, the assignment of a specific or any doctor for a patient is bounded to the workflow. However, if one doctor is not available, the current web service solution without exception handling will have to redo the entire composition step from the very beginning until the final candidate workflow is found. Re-composition of the workflow is a costly process and a new method is necessary to address this problem. In our proposed solution, by integrating substitution and adaptation with composition, rather than regeneration, the e-Hospital problem can achieve high flexibility with only minor
modification of the working composition plan. This proposed solution approach will be shown in Section 6.2 by integrating the substitution and adaptation process.

6.2 Solution

To demonstrate the usage of substitution and adaptation for web service composition, we implement the application using Axis 2 and Eclipse IDE. To implement the web-based simulation for this e-Hospital application, we need to do the following things. First, the real life services are modeled as web services with public interfaces. Second, these web services need to be classified into different web service communities. Third, we need to decide an orchestration between communicating services. Finally, we need to maintain the correctness of the workflow if some services become invalid of unavailable due to changes.

In this particular e-Hospital example, there are roughly three observable web services for the user: e-Patient, e-Doctor and e-Billing. The e-Patient service is an atomic web service, which parses the users’ goal to get the machine understandable e-Patient’s description. It acts like an agent for the user. The e-Doctor service is an abstract composite service, which is responsible for the simulation of the core logic. It is composed of four sub web services: InfoChecking, DoctorChooser, MediChecking and PrescGenerator. The InfoChecking web service is responsible for checking the e-Patient’s information. The DoctorChooser web service is used to choose a specific doctor according to the patient’s symptom description and specific requirements about doctors, like a general practitioner or a specialist. After a specific doctor is chosen, the MediChecking service is able to retrieve this doctor’s previous knowledge and prescription histories for a certain symptom. Then, the PrescGenerator can produce a new prescription for the e-Patient. It also needs to update his/her prescription histories
and the patient’s medical history. Thus, the PrescGenerator service includes two operations: GeneratePrescription and UpdateInformation. The e-Billing service contains three operations: BillingChooser, CalculatePrice and SendInvoice. The BillingChooser operation is used to choose from paying by cash, check or credit card based on users’ preferences. The CalculatePrice operation is used to produce the price after an abstract e-Doctor service has generated a prescription. The SendInvoice operation provides a user with a formal certificate of bill processing. The graphical WSDL descriptions for this service are given in Fig 6-2.

After these web services are identified, they are classified into different web service communities. A community of web services gathers web services that address the same users’ needs and support their binding through a common interface. As introduced in our previous work, members of a service community are decided by similarities between web services. For example, in this e-Hospital application, we require that all the e-Doctors with the same specialty be put together in the same sub community. Figure 6-3 shows a simple structure of e-Doctor community with only three specialties.

Other web service communities are defined in a way similar to the e-Doctor web service community. Then an orchestration for those communicating web services is proposed using the graphical BPEL diagrams as shown in Figure 6-4. We can see that the dependencies of web services in the executable workflow are straightforward.

Finally, we show that the correctness of the composite workflow can be maintained via synchronous workflow exception handling and asynchronous web service interrupt approaches. When a patient comes to see a doctor, the e-Patient
service parses his descriptions as a required functionality for the e-Hospital system. The system generates an abstract workflow with the knowledge of the e-Doctor community. An abstract community description shows the general professions of e-Doctors in the same department, however, each e-Doctor has different specializations described in physical WSDLs. Thus, mapping abstract descriptions to physical WSDLs may cause synchronous workflow exceptions either due to functionality conflicts or due to communication contradictions. The static substitution chooses similar e-Doctors in the community while the mapping time adaptation generates a virtual nurse to act as a message translator and router. Before the physical plan is executed, all the context constraints are checked when binding physical WSDLs to concrete e-Doctors. In this process, possible asynchronous web service interrupts are solved. For example, a specific D-doctor service community has only two e-Doctors: Dr. Smith and Dr. Taylor. When Dr. Smith has a queue of more than 10 patients, he can’t accept any more patients even if he is a suitable service, otherwise he can’t finish office hours on time. This contradiction between patient and office hour context is solved by dynamic substitution if Dr. Taylor, with a queue of only 2 patients, accepts Dr. Smith’s patients if he is a nominator of Dr. Smith. This process is shown as dashed line a in Figure 6-5. During execution time of Dr. Taylor service, if he has an urgent conference and has to stop servicing, other e-doctors from different communities could be wrapped since Dr. Smith from the same community is also not available. The possible solution is to use binding time adaptation to “wrap” Dr. White as a candidate service if she is a colleague of Dr. Taylor. The dotted line b in Figure 6-5 describes this solution.
Figure 6-1. Organization of e-Hospital application

Figure 6-2. WSDL for e-Hospital Web Service

Figure 6-3. e-Doctor Service Community Structure
Figure 6-4. WS-BPEL for e-Hospital Application

Figure 6-5. Exception Handling for e-Hospital Application
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